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Home
of the Brave

As military veterans arrive on campus, the University
of Mississippi—one of only four SEC institutions
designated a Purple Heart Campus by the National
Military Order of the Purple Heart—welcomes them
with resources and assistance.

C

reated in 2013 and currently supporting 1,300+ student veterans, active
members of the military, and their dependents, the Office of Veteran and
Military Services recently highlighted a special population of veterans while
addressing a common complaint of all students—parking.

“Our Purple Heart Parking Pass allows students, faculty, staff, and retirees who earned a
Purple Heart the opportunity to park in any lot within any space on campus,” said
Andrew Newby, assistant director of veteran and military services and a US Marine
Corps veteran. “We’ve also designated a spot in front of the Lyceum to accommodate
visitors who’ve had the unfortunate pleasure of receiving the Purple Heart.”
During a ceremony on the Lyceum steps in April, Don Zielenski, a student veteran
majoring in psychology, received the first Purple Heart Parking Pass.
Turn to page 18 to read about Don Zielenski and other College students who have served our country.

Don Zielenski (left) receives the University of
Mississippi Purple Heart Parking Pass from
Mike Harris, director of parking and transportation.
Andrew Newby (top) speaks at the ceremony.

facts & figures

T

he College of Liberal Arts consists of 18
departments, 13 multidisciplinary programs,
and 11 institutes and centers within the
discipline groupings of the fine & performing arts,
humanities, natural sciences & mathematics, and
social sciences. The College offers four degrees:
Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Fine Arts, Bachelor of
Music, and Bachelor of Science.

meaning “free.” Free (male) citizens of ancient
Athens needed certain critical thinking and
communication skills to fully participate in early
democracy, which were achieved through a broad
education in the “verbal and numerical arts”—
grammar, logic, rhetoric, arithmetic, astronomy,
music, and geometry. This concept became the basis
of higher education in the West.

Founded in 1848, the College of Liberal Arts is the
oldest and largest academic division of the University
of Mississippi. We began with the first four faculty
members at UM and now have 550 full-time
teaching faculty.

Today a liberal arts–based education empowers and
prepares all students to deal with complexity, diversity,
and change through a broad knowledge of the world.
They develop a sense of social responsibility and key
intellectual skills sought in the workforce such as
communication, analytical and problem-solving skills,
and the ability to work with a diverse group of people.

The concept of liberal arts comes from the Greek
word eleutheros and the Latin word liber, both

According to a recent National Association of
Colleges & Employers survey, the top skills and
qualities desired in job candidates can be attained
and honed through a liberal arts education:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Ability to work in a team structure
Ability to make decisions and solve problems
Great communication skills
Ability to plan, organize, and prioritize work
Ability to obtain and process information

A 21st-century liberal arts education is the best way to
prepare for today’s global economy. From the same
survey, 80% of employers agree that, regardless of the
major, college students should acquire broad knowledge
in the liberal arts. V
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Physicists Celebrate
Nobel Prize

UM researchers are proud that colleagues leading the
recent groundbreaking discovery of gravitational waves
received the 2017 Nobel Prize in Physics.

“Over 10 years
ago, I was
invited to
LSU to give a
colloquium,” he
said. “At that
time, I was
working on
quantum gravity,
particle colliders,
and cosmic rays.
Gaby Gonzalez,
an LSU professor
and later
spokesperson of
the LIGO
Scientific
Collaboration,
arranged my
UM Physics Professor Marco Cavaglià (right) with Kip Thorne, one of three recipients of the 2017
Nobel Prize in Physics.
visit to the
LIGO
Observatory
in
Livingston,
Louisiana.”
ainer Weiss of Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, and Kip Thorne and
Much to his surprise, Weiss gave the tour.
Barry Barish of the California Institute
“He spent hours showing the detector and the lab
of Technology, won the prestigious honor for
to me,” Cavaglià recalled. “I was so amazed with
the discovery of ripples in space-time known
the project and researchers that I joined the
as gravitational waves, which were predicted
LIGO
Scientific Collaboration.”
by Albert Einstein a century ago but never
directly observed.
Weiss, in a live phone call with the Nobel
Committee minutes after the announcement,
In announcing the award, the Royal Swedish
said, “I view this more as a thing that
Academy called it “a discovery that shook the world.”
recognizes the work of about 1,000 people,”
“Kip and Rai are two of the most clever and kind
referring to the LIGO Scientific Collaboration.
people I ever had the honor of working with,” said
“We are pleased our physics department and
Marco Cavaglià, professor of physics and head of
research faculty have been an integral part of
the UM Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave
LIGO
since 2007,” Chancellor Jeffrey S. Vitter
Observatory (LIGO) team. “They are easy to talk
said.
“It
is an honor for the University of
with, and humble although they are among the
Mississippi
to play a role. Our participation in
best scientific minds of our time.”
this international collaboration is a stellar
Cavaglià met Weiss and Thorne more than
example of UM’s transformative impact upon our
a decade ago and credits the former for his
understanding of the world.” V
LIGO connection.

R

For videos and more, visit VFV online.
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T

he College of Liberal Arts is the academic core
of the University of Mississippi as well as the
largest academic unit on our campus, providing
students with a strong foundation in the humanities,
the social sciences, the visual and performing arts, the
natural sciences, and mathematics—the central
disciplines that inspire innovation.
Our faculty is a community of dedicated researchers,
scholars, performers, and teachers. Their work
expands the boundaries of our knowledge and
creativity, and their teaching inspires lifelong
learning while also preparing students for a variety
of careers. The CLA faculty include individuals
involved in Nobel Prize-winning research, Grammy
and Emmy awardees, a Mississippi Poet Laureate,
and many recognized by their peers as leaders in
their field. We also have exceptional staff who
strongly support the College mission.
College graduate students pursue new knowledge in
their disciplines. Many of our graduate programs are
recognized nationally, with seven ranked as top 100
programs among public institutions according to the
2019 edition of the US News and World Report Best
Graduate Schools. Our undergraduates are primed for
graduate study or entry into their first professional
position, having been well prepared through inspiring
classroom teaching, cross-disciplinary programs,
internships, and research experiences.
Our alumni, engaged in original and transformative
achievements in their personal and professional lives,
serve as examples of an outstanding liberal arts
education—proof positive of its tremendous value
in today’s society.
Whether this is the first or the 20th time you are
reading The View from Ventress, I hope you are inspired
by all the activity and opportunity in the College. V

more stories, photos, and videos at libarts.olemiss.edu

Alumna Uses Math
for Public Good
I didn’t meet a black woman mathematician
until I was in grad school but the world is

we’re no longer
hidden figures trying to make
changing and

an impact on the world.
—CARLA COTWRIGHT-WILLIAMS

C

arla Cotwright-Williams (PhD mathematics ’06) worked as the
technical lead on a million-dollar federal contract to assess data quality
in a Department of Homeland Security data system for US Citizenship
and Immigration Services before serving as the Hardy-Apfel IT Fellow for the
Social Security Administration. She cites communication as both a large part of
her responsibilities and a significant factor in her success.

Her communication skills have deep roots. What began with her experience
working with UM’s IMAGE program—a National Science Foundation–funded
program to expose minority students to science, technology, engineering, and
mathematics (STEM) graduate studies—flourished in her roles as the
communicator of data to laypeople.
Cotwright-Williams knows all too well the difficulty of conveying scientific or
mathematical information to people from other disciplines.
“It’s a big challenge in mathematics and other STEM fields. We’re not always the
best communicators. And so the rest of the world can’t always appreciate what
we do. But I like to say I’m using my math to help the public.”
Her professor and mentor Don Cole, assistant provost and associate professor of
mathematics, recalls Cotwright-Williams’ expertise.

New NEH Chair

T

he US Senate confirmed by unanimous vote Jon Parrish Peede (MA Southern
Studies ’93) as the 11th chair of the National Endowment for the Humanities,
an independent grant-making institution of the US government dedicated to
supporting research, education, preservation, and public programs in the humanities.

“It is a distinct honor to be nominated by President Trump and confirmed by the US
Senate to serve as chair of the NEH,” Peede said. “I particularly value this vote of
bipartisan support and will work with my NEH colleagues to ensure that all
Americans have access to our country’s cultural resources.”
Peede joined NEH in April 2017 as the agency’s senior deputy chair. Under his
leadership NEH has created a new category of grants to support infrastructure and
capacity-building at humanities institutions; issued emergency grants for cultural
organizations affected by Hurricanes Harvey, Irma, and Maria; expanded its grant
offerings for museum exhibitions; and formed new partnerships with Blue Star
Families and the First Nations Development Institute for reading and discussion
initiatives for military families and the revitalization of Native American languages.
Peede’s previous positions include publisher of the Virginia Quarterly Review at the
University of Virginia, literature grants director at the National Endowment for the
Arts, counselor to NEA Chairman Dana Gioia, director of the NEA Operation
Homecoming: Writing the Wartime Experience program, where he led writing
workshops for US troops on bases at home and abroad, director of the NEA Big
Read program, director of communications at Millsaps College, and editor at
Mercer University Press.
Coeditor of Inside the Church of Flannery O’Connor: Sacrament, Sacramental, and the
Sacred in Her Fiction (Mercer, 2007) and editor of a bilingual anthology of contemporary
American fiction (Lo que cuenta el vecino: cuentos contemporáneos de los Estados Unidos
[UNUM: Mexico City, 2008].), Peede has published widely in newspapers, magazines,
academic journals,
books, and
encyclopedias. As a
speechwriter, he has
written for a US
President, First Lady,
Librarian of Congress,
and military and
corporate leaders. V
VIDEO: Visit VFV online
to watch an interview.

“Carla turns chaos into reason,” Cole said. “With Carla at the helm in the
classroom or at a national conference, we knew that we would be well represented.”
And Cotwright-Williams is certainly helping young people, specifically young
women of color, who will one day follow in her footsteps. V

Preserving the Past
The UM Slavery Research Group
cosponsored Slave Dwellings:
Rediscovering the Enslaved in
North Mississippi. Faculty and students
slept in a building at Rowan Oak (where
enslaved individuals formerly lived).
They interacted with Joseph McGill,
director of the Slave Dwelling Project,
an organization created to bring
awareness for building preservation.
4
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To read the UM Graduate School profile, visit VFV online.

New Pathways
to Health and
Opportunity Initiative
The Center for Population
Studies hosted a campus
visit by high school
students from the
Mississippi Delta who
are in the Tri-County
Workforce Alliance health
professions mentorship
program.

At the White House on
May 3, 2018, Jon Parrish
Peede is sworn in as chair
of the National
Endowment for the
Humanities.

Dream Life

Elle Oser (BA graphic design ’15) is living her
dream working as a digital designer in New York.

What led you to study graphic design as an undergrad at UM and as a graduate
student at the Portfolio Center School in your hometown of Atlanta?
Ever since I can remember, I was on the computer—designing houses for MySims [a
bestselling life simulation video game] or making PowerPoints for my friends. And if
I wasn’t on the computer, I was drawing. I spent summers at art camp and computer
science camp.
My parents let me know that I could be a designer for a living. You mean I can create art
on the computer for a job?! Sign me up! And I haven’t looked back since.

Dr. Wayne Alexander
Graduate
Stipend Fund

Discuss the value of your undergraduate degree.
My undergraduate graphic design degree gave me the tools and knowledge of
leading industry software that I use every day.

“I

give out of a sense of altruistic
duty with the hope that students
will focus more on academic
pursuits and worry less about paying for
their education,” Dr. Wayne Alexander
said of his gift to help doctoral students
in biology and chemistry.

Studying art and graphic design forced me to take classes other than
design, such as color theory, drawing, and art history—which all still
continue to influence my process.
Of the design classes, Letterpress was my favorite. It is a great way to
learn typography and to understand kerning, leading, and simply laying
out type. Our trip to Shooting Star Press changed my view of what
being a designer is all about: communication and readability. These are
some precious key learning points in my education that I was excited to
own as I entered my graduate program at Portfolio Center.

For Dr. Alexander, scientific cofounder
and director of Atherogenics, Inc., the
liberal arts “ingrained in me a strong
sense of intellectual curiosity and a goal
for continuous learning. That has
perhaps been the biggest impact, and a
mantra I’ve tried to ingrain in my
children and professional mentees:
never stop learning.”

Describe your job as digital designer.
Studio Rodrigo is an independent design studio in New York City with
a focus on creating digital products and services. We help companies
identify and evaluate new product opportunities, develop product
strategies, and design/bring new products and services to market. Some
clients are Comcast, Spotify, and, for all you podcast lovers—Serial, S
Town, This American Life, and Radiotopia, just to name a few!

After finishing UM in three years, he
received a MD from Duke
University School of Medicine and
PhD in physiology from Emory
University before joining the faculty
at Harvard Medical School and then
the faculty at Emory University
School of Medicine, where he
was chair of the Department
of Medicine. V

It is incredible to be part of a small agency with only 12 designers because
we are able to choose exciting clients we want to work with. It’s been
wonderful working at Studio Rodrigo as a junior designer because I am
treated as if I have been there as long as the rest of the team. I am tasked to
create websites, apps, and branding (sometimes alone). And as nerve-wracking as
it can be, I have never felt more proud of the work nor learned more in my life! V

I Write the Songs

China Studies

Composer Price Walden (BA English ’15)
performed his original work A Song of
Songs on piano at the third annual
SarahFest, a multidisciplinary artistic
journey hosted by the Sarah Isom Center
for Women and Gender Studies and the
music department’s Living Music Resource.
Walden, whose work was commissioned for
the Mississippi bicentennial and performed
at Carnegie Hall, is one of Southern Living
magazine’s Heroes of the New South.

Two seniors in the Chinese Language Flagship
Program are UM’s 20th and 21st recipients of
Boren Awards for International Study from the
US Department of State. Wesley Hale (right), a
Chinese and liberal studies double major and
Air Force ROTC cadet, and Shamessia Lee (left), a
double major in Chinese and marketing, are using
the scholarships to complete their capstone year—
Lee at Nanjing University and Hale at Beijing Union University.
5

more stories, photos, and videos at libarts.olemiss.edu

Broadening Success

Theatre Arts’ changes for the academic year include a
new name—the Department of Theatre & Film—to represent a new
direction preparing students for the ever-changing entertainment industry.

A

new emphasis in film production for the
Bachelor of Fine Arts degree should expand
student accomplishments said Michael Barnett,
associate professor and chair of theatre & film.
“We’re excited about the work
that we’ll do with our
students and also the work

that they will generate. We’ve already seen a lot of
student success in filmmaking through the
interdisciplinary cinema minor. We expect a more
concentrated curriculum will deepen that success.”
Barnett notes that the desire to better integrate film
production into the department curriculum led to
merging the existing BFA emphases in acting and musical
theater and adding a screen acting component to create a
new emphasis in acting for stage and screen. Capstone
classes will enable students from the two emphases to
work together to create films. The faculty envisions a future
in which all students in the program will collaborate.

Ole Miss Theatre produces four to five shows a year
representing a variety of forms and eras with at least
one major musical.
Film production students gain experience in directing,
cinematography, editing, screenwriting, and other skills
for the screen.

Learning to Lead
Elizabeth Boyer, an economics
major, was among 16 students
chosen nationwide to be a 2018
Mount Vernon Leadership Fellow
at the estate of President
George Washington. Boyer
studied Washington’s leadership
and met with some of the
country’s top leaders.
6

The environment will allow students to experience the
industry connections between theater and film said
Alan Arrivée, associate professor of cinema and head of
the new film production emphasis.
“It is a sea change for this department and an
exciting moment for both professors and students.
Students will understand the close similarities and
distinct differences between these fields and have

Ancient Marble
Classics Professor Jacqueline
DiBiasie-Sammons’ Roman
archaeology class visited the
University Museum to learn about the
field of art conservation by examining
artifacts and watching conservator
Amy Abbe work on two sculptures in
the David M. Robinson Memorial
Collection of Greek and Roman
Antiquities.

the skills at their disposal to better navigate the
professional world.”
Lucinda Roberts, a sophmore studying film
production, said, “I want to be in a setting where
freedom of expression is not only welcome, but
expected, and I look forward to the immersive
experience that this program will offer.”

The new acting curriculum has a solid core of
movement and voice and rigorous actor training, said
Matthew R. Wilson, assistant professor of performance.
In the first year, students will train in realism for screen,
which then in the second year is expanded to other
styles for stage, such as classical acting and musical
theater performance. Then students will select from a
variety of specialized electives, including dance and
musical theatre, additional classical styles, or more
advanced screen-acting techniques.
“We believe that the performer of today needs skills to
move across various styles and media, so we want
students to graduate having touched all aspects of
performance, further developing their strengths and
also improving on areas for growth,” Wilson said.
Sophomore Gregor Patti is looking forward to broadening
his expertise through the new stage and screen emphasis.
“Our faculty have spent so much time creating this new
and improved curriculum and I am beyond excited to be a
part of it and to diversify as a performer.” V

Deborah Mower hosts the Great Debate.

Glenn Parsons testifies before Congress.

Debating Society’s Issues

T

he Department of Philosophy
and Religion’s Ethics Bowl
equips students to respectfully
grapple with some of life’s most
pressing questions.

Deborah Mower, an associate
professor of philosophy, specializes in
moral psychology, applied ethics and
public policy, and moral education
and is supported by the Mr. and Mrs.
Alfred Hume Bryant Lectureship in
Ethics Endowment. She sponsors the
Ethics Bowl teams, which spend
hours each week being questioned
about specific topics by experts.
The Ethics Bowl held a Great Debate
of 2018 where two groups handled
the topic “Should the standard of
sexual consent be an affirmative
verbal yes?” followed by a Q&A
session that emphasized how to

On Stage at Carnegie Hall
Concert Singers traveled to New York
City to perform in the world-famous
venue. While in NYC, they also
presented a program of
sacred repertoire for
the concert series
at St. Patrick’s
Cathedral.

address specific claims and arguments
civilly for a productive conversation.
Madison Bandler, a biology major
who completed a bioethics fellowship
last year at UM’s Medical Center,
learned about ethical issues
surrounding medicine, which led her
to Mower’s classes and the Ethics Bowl.
“I had no idea what I was getting
myself into when I attended the first
practice, but it became one of the
most influential and inspiring parts of
my academic career. I want to go to
medical school, so I’ve always had an
interest in science. To mold that with
an interest in humanities and ethics is
something I’m passionate about.”
Philosophy major Ethan Davis likes
that the Ethics Bowl is designed to
begin a conversation, rather than win

an argument. “You find yourself
saying things like, ‘We completely
agree with your position, and here
are some elements that we think are
important that you didn’t get a
chance to speak about. Could you
elaborate on them?’” Davis said.
Similarly, Samantha Priest, a
philosophy and psychology double
major, said the Ethics Bowl taught
her the importance looking for
ethical solutions.
“It is not enough to voice an opinion
about an issue if the goal is progress.
Progress takes solutions, and the best
way to get to progress is to start by
not only talking about the issues, but
figuring out how to solve the issue in
the most ethical way possible.” V

Variety of Life

A

s director of the new Center for
Biodiversity and Conservation
Research, Glenn Parsons, professor
of biology, testified before Congress
regarding an important biodiversity
issue—stopping the needless slaughter of
sharks worldwide—at a legislative hearing
on Marine Conservation and Shark
Fishery Regulations in April.
Recipient of a $1.7 million grant funded
by the Mississippi Department of
Environmental Quality through the
RESTORE Act, the Center is committed
to the preservation and restoration of
biological diversity. With scientists from
a variety of campus and noncampus
groups—US Department of Agriculture,
National Sedimentation Laboratory; US
Forest Service, Southern Research
Station; UM biology and chemistry
departments, UM Field Station, and UM
National Center for Natural Products—
the Center recognizes that biodiversity is
essential to healthy ecosystem function
and its loss may be one of the greatest
threats to humanity. V

On the Cover
Amala Dass, associate professor of
chemistry and biochemistry, and his
research group are featured on the
cover of the prestigious Journal of the
American Chemical Society with their
paper “Crystal Structure of
Faradaurate-279: Au279(SPh-tBu)84
Plasmonic Nanocrystal Molecules.”

7
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New Economics Degree

U

M now has three options for the
study of economics.

Students earning the Bachelor of
Business Administration may select a
major field in economics while students in
the College of Liberal Arts may select
either the BA or the new Bachelor of
Science in economics. The BS degree
requires additional course work in
mathematics and statistics as well as
completion of more quantitative courses
offered by the Department of Economics.

“Only four other universities in the SEC
offer the BS in economics,” said Thomas
Garrett, associate professor. “Now, UM is
in a position to compete for the best

Making Music

T

students looking to pursue a technical
degree in economics. The program
enhances the reputation of the
Department of Economics and the
College of Liberal Arts.”
These graduates will have a more
technically comprehensive background,
thus having a higher probability of
acceptance into graduate school as well
as successfully completing a graduate
degree in economics. Graduates with
technical degrees are in high demand,
with wages that are approaching nearly
twice the US average.
“Mississippi needs more graduates with
technical skills to be competitive in

he Department of Music has
expanded its graduate program
offerings by adding a Master of
Music with emphases in musicology,
ethnomusicology, and music theory.

Thomas Garrett

today’s global economy,” said Jon Moen,
chair and professor of economics. “The
BS in economics is the only such degree
offered by the state’s public universities,
thus positioning the university as a
leader in undergraduate economics
education.” V

Rachel Zou, an international student from
China, completed her undergraduate
degree and stayed to earn the new MM in
music theory degree for several reasons.

“The Silence
Is Literally
Killing Us”

W

hen Josh Horton’s phone rang,
a voice on the other end told
him something he never
wanted to hear. His best friend was
dead. Heroin overdose.

“You never think it’s going to happen to
people you know,” Horton, then an
undergraduate sociology student, said.
“John had gotten into prescription pills,
the typical story of the opiate epidemic.
He started taking painkillers, could no
longer access those painkillers, and then
found out that you could get heroin for
half the price and twice the kick.”
John had begun injecting heroin to get
his fix, not knowing that what he was
doing would end up killing him.
“Opioid epidemic” is the phrase used to
describe the high number of overdose
deaths nationwide resulting from the

Josh Horton discusses his journey from a substance abuser to a magna cum laude JD at UM’s 2018 TEDx.
To watch the video and read all of Hayden Benge’s story in The Daily Mississippian, visit VFV online.

addictive nature of opiate-based drugs.
The epidemic is one of the nation’s
most lethal.
The moment John died was the
moment Horton decided to use his own
experience with addiction to help others.
As a 15-year-old, Horton dropped out
of high school and spent the next 14
years in and out of jail because of his
own addiction. Now in his mid-thirties,
Horton attended Itawamba Community
College, transferred to UM where he
was an honors student and graduated
magna cum laude in 2015, before
receiving his law degree at UM in 2017.

Around the World in 20 Years
The Croft Institute for International Studies celebrates
its 20th anniversary this year. “Our alumni survey
shows that a Croft degree opens doors to a broad
range of exciting jobs around the world,” said
Oliver Dinius, director and associate professor of history.
“Croft offers an education that is at the same time specialized—command of a
foreign language and knowledge about world affairs—and general by emphasizing
strong writing and research skills.”

8

“The department is adding new programs
to better serve the students of
Mississippi and the region,” said Alan
Spurgeon, professor of music and the
department’s director of graduate studies.
“Very few universities in this region offer
graduate degrees in these important
fields—we are the only one in
Mississippi where students can pursue
ethnomusicology—and thus, we hope to
attract many applicants.”

Last year The Atlanta JournalConstitution featured Horton as the
founder of the nonprofit organization
Southern Recovery Advocacy and a
member of the Governor’s Opioid
and Heroin Task Force. Today he is
an attorney with the 15th judicial
circuit in Florida.
“I had a lot of fear about talking about
my own personal struggles, because
it’s so stigmatized,” he said. “I could
try to fly under the radar and hide
my past, like so many people in
recovery do,” Horton said. “But I
decided against that.” V

“First, I liked the theory courses; I
personally enjoyed taking Dr. Latartara’s
Timbre Analysis class and Dr. Gardiner’s
Reading Seminar class. Secondly, I had
teaching opportunities offered by a theory
graduate assistantship. Lastly, faculty
members are extremely helpful and
provided support, guidance, and advice.”
According to Spurgeon, the emphases offer
new areas of study, and “further enhance
our position as a research department and
as a research university.” V
George Dor (left), professor of music and holder
of the McDonnellBarksdale Chair of
Ethnomusicology,
directs the Ole Miss
African Drum
and Dance
Ensemble.

Center an Expression of Love
When William Magee, as a young alumnus (BA international studies
’12), lost his battle with addiction, Kent and David Magee shared
their son’s story and started a movement to help UM students
with similar struggles. Supporters have raised more than $1
million to establish the William Magee Center for Wellness
Education. The Magees hope the Center—to be housed in the
South Campus Recreation Facility—will become nationally recognized for
substance misuse prevention, support, and academic research.

PHOTO BY JOE WORTHEM

East Asia
Initiative

Gwenafaye McCormick

Inaugural Ira
Wolf Scholar

G

wenafaye McCormick is the
first recipient of a prestigious
new scholarship from the
US-Japan Bridging Foundation, which
she used to study Japanese culture and
history at Waseda University in Tokyo in
2017–18.

The scholarship is named for a greatly
respected foreign service officer, US
trade representative and, most recently,
employee of the Pharmaceutical
Research and Manufacturers of America
trade group in Tokyo. Deeply
committed to strengthening ties between
the US and Japan through his
professional work and volunteerism,
Wolf spent half his adult life in Japan.
“Ms. McCormick was selected because
she embodies Ira Wolf’s intellect and
commitment to strengthening the
US-Japan relationship,” said Jean M.
Falvey, Bridging Foundation deputy
director. “She’s helping to keep his legacy
alive as an emerging global leader.”
McCormick, a double major in biology
and international studies, became
interested in learning Japanese in high
school. “Upon visiting campus, I fell in
love with Ole Miss and the Croft
Institute. I’m interested in the
environment, conservation, and Japanese.
I plan to combine my interests into
a career to make a meaningful
contribution to the world.” V

S

eventeen students
Freeman Foundation summer intern grantees include (front row, from left) Meredith Brown, Tyler Caple, Emily Rodriguez,
Emma Scott, Tina Ng, Navodit Paudel, Sydney Bush, Jasmine Nguyen, and Lucy De la Cruz, and (back row, from left) David
interned in East
and Southeast Asia Pfaehler, Jordan Holman, Sarah Berry, Mo Karzon, Stewart Eaton, and Daria Herasymova.
this summer, thanks to a
those efforts,” said Oliver Dinius,
of a more profound way to enhance,
$100,000 grant from the Freeman
Croft executive director.
even change, the life choices of our
Foundation of Stowe, Vermont, with
future graduates.”
Six students interned in China, three
additional funds from UM’s Office
in South Korea, three in Thailand,
Established in 1994 by the estate of
of Global Engagement, and the
two in Japan, and one each in
AIG co-founder Mansfield Freeman,
students’ respective UM schools.
Cambodia, Singapore, and Vietnam.
the foundation’s mission is “to
“The Croft Institute for International
strengthen the bonds of friendship
“The Freeman Foundation scholarships
Studies has been the campus leader
between
this country and those of the
enable our students to experience
in promoting engagement with East
Far
East”
and “to stimulate an
the richness of culture, to improve
Asia for the last 20 years, including
exchange
of ideas in economic and
linguistic skills, and to become attuned
the relatively new East Asian Studies
cultural
fields
which will help create
to the challenges in East Asian countries,”
minor. This generous grant by the
mutual
understanding.”
V
said Douglass Sullivan-Gonzalez,
Freeman Foundation allowed us to
Honors College dean. “I cannot think
add another important dimension to

Reflecting on Black Student Union

W

hen Daniel Roberts (BA
public policy leadership ’14)
was accepted to the Sally
McDonnell Barksdale Honors College
and Trent Lott Leadership Institute
with a full scholarship, his choice of
university was easy.

“I didn’t have any apprehension, but a
lot of people questioned my decision
because of the university’s history,”
said Roberts, an account executive at
Edelman in New York, the world’s
largest communications marketing
firm, where his public relations work
includes crisis management,
executive visibility, and celebrity
engagement for major brands.
Any doubts about whether Roberts
belonged on campus soon disappeared,
thanks to his involvement in the Black

Student Union, where he served as chief
of staff for President Quadray Kohlhiem.
“The Black Student Union is a safe
space for black students,” said Roberts.
“It provides a place to talk about
campus challenges and strategize ways
to address them. BSU allows students
to be themselves while navigating a
predominantly white university. It
teaches about the different hues of
blackness and the varied experiences
many of us have.”
“I appreciate BSU for that and continue
to support the university by being
active in the internship program. I help
connect interns with professionals in
their fields of interest.”
Roberts pushes the importance of
networking, internships, and planning
for the next step.

Daniel Roberts

“Ole Miss provided me with countless
opportunities to engage with the
world through studying abroad
(Ecuador, Germany, and South Africa)
and interning with First Lady
Michelle Obama at the White House.
Those experiences helped secure a
full-time role at the White House,
where I worked in communications
and legislative affairs before starting
my current role.” V

World Championship Old-Time
Piano Playing Contest and Festival

Mississippi Institute
of Arts and Letters

The 44th annual event featured
competitions for pianists ages 11 to 81
from the US, UK, and France performing
styles including ragtime, traditional jazz,
and blues. There were workshops, guest
artist performances, an old-time
singalong, a silent movie lunch with live
piano accompaniment, and a guided tour
of the UM Blues Archive.

This year the organization
awarded Molly McCully Brown
(MFA English ’17) for The Virginia
State Colony for Epileptics and
Feebleminded (Persea Books, 2017); Charlie Buckley (BFA art ’04) for recent
paintings; John T. Edge, director of the Southern Foodways Alliance, for The
Potlikker Papers (Penguin Press, 2017); and Ann J. Abadie, Odie Lindsey, Ted
Ownby, James G. Thomas, and Charles Reagan Wilson, editors of The Mississippi
Encyclopedia (University Press of Mississippi, 2017) from the Center for the Study
of Southern Culture, for special achievement.
9
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Band Aid

F

ormer drum major Ed Pegues (BA music ’77, MA ’83) used a
planned gift to establish the William E. Pegues III University
Band Programs Endowment for scholarships, which are
especially needed, as the university is not located in a major
metropolitan area with many local high school band students.

Pegues, a three-time Mississippi Lions All-State Band member,
attended UM with a full tuition band scholarship.
“I was the first in my family to enroll at Ole Miss. My three younger
siblings as well as three nieces followed me,” Pegues said, adding that
his fondest college memories include his semester as drum major and
playing in the orchestra. After college, he worked in high school band
programs before joining his family’s business, the W. E. Pegues Funeral
Home, in Tupelo.
“When I left band directing in 1986, my enjoyment for playing
ended, but my love for listening to a good band never diminished.
To this day, I buy season tickets to football games just to see and hear
The Pride of the South,” said Pegues, who also attends the Wind
Ensemble spring concerts.
New Directors’ Tower

Ron Wilson, development officer, said that efforts have begun to
fund the renovation of the band’s practice field.

New Practice Field

New Practice Field Lights

New Field- Side
Storage Building

New Ornamental Field Fence

“This is a dire need. The field is not full size, and when it rains, the
field becomes a marsh, which means our Pride of the South members
practice in the mud. We can concentrate more on that project now,
thanks to Ed.” V

New Code Compliant Field Access

New
Observation
Area

New Practice
Field Lighting

New Directors
Tower

New Practice
Field Lighting

New Field-Side Storage Building



New Observation Area

New Ornamental
Field Fence

Ms. Pat Thomasson (left), Mrs. Cora
Mitchell, and Dean Lee M. Cohen.

CORA T. MITCHELL FUND
Mrs. Cora Mitchell (BSC business
administration ’46) participated in the
restart of the university’s marching band
after World War II. Cora believes she is
among the oldest, if not the oldest,
surviving band member from that era.
From the mid 1940s, Cora has loved
and supported The Pride of the South
Marching Band, and the Ole Miss
Rebels football team. Her generous
estate gift contributes to the renovation
of the band’s practice field. V

MAKE A GIFT: Ron Wilson, jrwilso3@olemiss.edu, 662.915.1755
College of Liberal Arts Dean Lee M. Cohen (above left) and Ole Miss band director
David Willson (right) thank Ed Pegues for his major gift for band scholarships
announced at the spring concert of the Ole Miss Wind Ensemble.
New Practice
Field
New Practice
Field Lighting

New Practice
Field Lighting

Current (middle) and proposed (below) band practice field.

New Ornamental
Field Fence

Alumnus Provides STEM Support
New Directors Tower



H

aving served as a university
president among other highlevel positions in the state of
Oklahoma, Ken Lackey knows the
significance of private support for
institutions of higher learning.

“I’m at a point in life to make decisions
about my estate, so after a review of
provisions for my wife and daughter, I
thought of Ole Miss,” said Lackey, who
with his wife, Carol, designated UM as the
beneficiary of a planned gift estimated
at more than $2 million to support
science and mathematics departments
in the College of Liberal Arts.
“Science and mathematics have played
an important role in my life, and today
science, technology, engineering, and
mathematics (STEM) are both the

current underpinning and future of our
society,” said Lackey, who earned a
bachelor’s degree in mathematics in
1965 followed by a MA in business
administration from UT-Austin.

president of the Tulsa-based NORDAM
Group, which provides a range of
aerospace components, manufacturing,
and repair services for private,
commercial, and military aircraft.

The Lackeys hope to encourage more
individuals to select UM for the
quality of STEM offerings.

Previously, Lackey served as president
of the University of Oklahoma in
Tulsa and senior VP of the OU
System. He was a member of Gov.
Frank Keating’s administration; the
Oklahoma Cabinet Secretary of
Health and Human Services; and
president of Flint Industries, a
privately owned, international
company with interests in oil and gas
services, manufacturing, and
commercial construction. He also held
management positions with Skelly Oil
(NYSE) and Kin-Ark Corp. (ASE).

“A gift of this magnitude ensures
excellence by attracting outstanding
faculty,” Dean Lee M. Cohen said.
“We are grateful to Ken and Carol for
their generosity.”
A Jackson native, Lackey was
commissioned through the Ole Miss
Army ROTC and served on active duty
from 1967 to 1969, earning the Army
Commendation Medal. Now he is chair
of the board and the former CEO and

The View from Ventress
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Carol and Ken Lackey

Carol, a native of Columbus, Nebraska,
graduated from the University of
Nebraska and has enjoyed a career with
Apple and Sun Microsystems. V
MAKE A GIFT: Denson Hollis,
dhollis@olemiss.edu, 662.915.5092

Student Spotlight

A look at a few of the 5,234 scholars in the College
LINDSAY DAWSON, BA English and political science ’18

ARIANNE HARTONO, BA psychology ’18

“My work promoting sustainability on campus as Green Grove Initiative
Coordinator was filled with public relations, recruiting and managing
hundreds of volunteers, instructing freshman orientation classes, setting up
for game days, and spending Saturday mornings educating tailgaters.
Through these weekly activities, I taught recycling education and linked the
community together. Getting volunteers to sort hundreds of bags of game day
trash can be difficult, but every week a new group showed up and sorted #1
and #2 plastics for hours with me.
“I believe in good stewardship of our resources, as the UM Creed states.
Through volunteerism and involvement, I hope to make the
University of Mississippi even better than it was when I
arrived four years ago.” V

“I’ve always had a deep interest in what determines and makes up a person’s
behavior. Helping conduct an experiment supervised by Dr. Matthew Reysen
studying the significance of social pressure in recall was one of the most significant
experiences of my college career. Many of his studies concern cognitive psychology,
specifically memory and factors that could contribute to it. As a student-athlete, I
applied my studies. Knowing the underlying components of different behaviors
was very useful communicating with my Ole Miss Women’s Tennis teammates.
Our group was internationally diverse, yet seeing many similar psychological
tendencies was interesting.”
Arianne, a native of Meppel, Netherlands, is the first women’s tennis player in the
Ole Miss program to win the NCAA singles championship. V

Estelle
Blair
Rosa Salas

Lindsay Dawson

Arianne
Hartonto

ROSA SALAS, BFA art with an emphasis in ceramics ’20

ESTELLE BLAIR, BA biology ’18

To devote your life to art you must have a passion and a desire to create at all
times. I believe that we all have a creative side, and studying art has shown me
how to see art, critique it, and read what the artist tries to communicate. I have
fallen in love with not only the result, but the process.

Success beyond science and academics includes interests in Swahili and volunteerism
for this Hinds Community College transfer student. Estelle researches zebra finches
in neuroscientist Lainy Day’s lab and interned at the UM Medical Center examining
obesity and hypertension.

The art department community and the willingness to share ideas and visions is
something really unique I have not yet experienced in any other place. I am
surrounded by other artists, students, staff, and professors who challenge and
encourage me every day. It is awesome to share many moments and to learn
from people who love the creative process of art making. V

“Education is a tool that allows us to reckon with our past and define our future with
empathy and tolerance. As the mother of a six-year-old daughter, I find it increasingly
important to show her that education is not a collection of abstract facts, but instead
a way of understanding different communities. This approach to education was a
driving force behind my involvement founding Ole Miss’ Swahili Club. We wrote
our group’s constitution with inclusion at its center: no fees, no prerequisites, just
multicultural engagement.” V

The View from Ventress
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JASMINE NGUYEN, BA history and international studies ’20
A transfer student from Hinds Community College. Jasmine is an inaugural
member of the UM Experiential Learning in East Asia program. A grant from the
Freeman Foundation of Stowe, Vermont, supported her summer internship with
Motivo in Tokyo to gain real-life experience while interacting with local populations
and strengthening the bonds of friendship between the US and the Far East.
Jasmine’s major concentration is in social and cultural identity. She is a FASTrack
peer mentor, a Leap Frog tutor, and a member of the Ethics Bowl team.
“The Croft Institute for International Studies is preparing me for graduate
school and for the workforce. I hope to attend law school and focus on
international law.” V

ASHER MITCHELL, BA music ’18

EVAN MASSEY, BA philosophy ’18

A transfer student from Hinds Community College, Asher is active on campus with
numerous ensembles including the Wind Ensemble, Pride of the South marching
band, Collegians jazz band, and Mississippians jazz ensemble, the oldest and longest
running collegiate jazz group, founded in 1897. As lead tenor saxophone for the
highly selective Mississippians, Asher performed in Juan-les-Pins, France, at the Jazz
à Juan Festival and in Perugia, Italy, at the Umbria Jazz Festival this summer. “The
ensemble has been my signature academic achievement, as participation combines a
unique and expansive history and a deep appreciation for American tradition, while
developing the musical craft into one incredible experience.”
He will pursue a Juris Doctor degree at the University of Minnesota Law School. V

The View from Ventress

“Philosophy tries to answer the questions we typically do not think about, but that
linger in one’s mind, in one’s unconscious. Once I realized those questions and how
much of a mystery the nature of the world still is, I wanted to study philosophy to
pursue those answers. I’m headed to graduate school at Virginia Tech for creative
writing. I write short fiction when I’m not writing for my major, philosophy, or for
my minor, which is classics. Philosophy allows me to ask questions about characters’
ethics and morals in my stories. It allows me to inquire about why a certain piece of
dialogue or a scene is necessary, important, or not necessary.”
“Writers are competitive at our core, we compare our work; helping start and direct a
writing club in community college motivated me to improve and also taught me
leadership and responsibility, much like the skills I learned in the Army. That
experience changed me as a writer and as a person and helped me grow.” V
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SETH BLACKLEDGE (middle), BA English ’18
A transfer student from Hinds Community College, Tyler found English
Professor Matt Bondurant’s Contemporary Topics in Literature course to be
a profound experience. “Exploring topics in existentialism and the problem
of evil in contemporary literature by gauging historical background from
philosophers like Leibniz and supporting the arguments with modern
authors such as C. S. Lewis was eye-opening. My first encounter with
existentialism and postmodern texts captured my full effort and attention.
With Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale I explored my perception of
the role and structure of religion in society, a dilemma that shaped both my
academic and personal pursuits.”
In turn, Professor Bondurant describes Tyler as an “example of the liberal arts
education at work. It isn’t some particular idea or fact that he learned, rather his
way of thinking about ideas and facts has been enriched and enhanced.” V

YASMEEN ABDO, BS chemistry with an emphasis in biochemistry ’19

CHRISTOPHER SCOTT, BM music education ’18

Recruited her first year on campus to work in Professor Gregory Tschumper’s lab,
Yasmeen completed a computational quantum chemistry project and received the top
undergraduate prize for presenting her results at a regional conference. Yasmeen’s
research in Professor Walter Cleland’s lab focuses on the synthesis of organic
molecules that serve as nickel-containing models of acireductone dioxygenase enzyme.
For a National Science Foundation Research Experience for Undergraduates she
studied oncogenic effects of somatic mutations of a zinc finger protein and presented
her work at a Summer Undergraduate Research Expo.

Recipient of the Mississippi Music Teacher’s National Association Young Artist
Woodwind competition, Christopher represented the university in the 2018
divisional round held at Liberty University in Lynchburg, Virginia.

“My accomplishments in research are a source of pride. Dedicating long, sometimes
frustrating hours in the laboratory is productive for research projects and provides
valuable lessons for classwork. Research has taught me to endure challenges and
persevere. These lessons translate to the lecture hall. In response to challenging
assignments, I labor to exceed my own standards.” V

The View from Ventress

“I study music because it is the best way to express myself and learn as a future
educator. Music has a unique ability to express fears, struggles, and triumphs with
yourself and with others around you in one of the most sincere yet vulnerable
ways possible. I want to share my love for music with future students, because I
believe music is essential for the quality of life of every individual on earth.
Getting my degree is the first step toward getting my MM in music performance
and teaching secondary education before pursuing my DM in music performance
and becoming a saxophone studio professor at a university.” V
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WESTON LIEFER, BA classics ’18
Weston spent a semester studying Greek, Latin, and the ancient world in Athens,
Greece, and a month in Rome on the faculty-led program Ancient Italy in
Context. However, an antiquities internship at the University Museum assisting
with a new exhibition of ancient artifacts helped him truly understand Greek
and Roman culture.
“When I placed a coin under a bright fluorescent light to analyze the small writing,
jolts of excitement raced through me. This is what I dreamed of doing at Ole Miss.
Working with the objects and seeing my contributions to the exhibition is the
culmination of my career in classics to this point. I hope the exhibition will inspire
kids to become excited about classics and pursue that interest in college.” V

SOPHIA FOSDICK, BA economics and BS mathematics ’19

CAYLA HARI, BA psychology and Spanish ’18

A member of Rebels for Global Opportunity, Sophia represented UM at a global
nutrition conference in Washington, DC, for the RESULTS organization and writes
articles for Jackson’s Clarion-Ledger newspaper on health and human rights. As vice
president of the campus chapter of the International Justice Mission, she organizes
awareness and fundraising events to fight modern-day slavery. As Professor Walter
Mayer’s research assistant, Sophia learned macroeconomic time-series forecasting
and how better to estimate variables such as gross domestic product (GDP).

Passionate about volunteer work, Cayla finds meaning in helping others as
philanthropic director for her social sorority; peer educator for Rebels Against
Sexual Assault; president of Feed the Hunger, which included a trip to Haiti;
fundraising chair for UNICEF at Ole Miss; fundraiser for Students for a Saferide;
and volunteer across the community for the North Mississippi Regional Center,
Rebel Relief, and More than a Meal. Philanthropic work shapes Cayla’s research
interests in post-traumatic stress, emotion regulation, and post-traumatic growth.
She presented twice at the annual UM Conference on Psychological Science and
developed her honors thesis “Seeking a Better Understanding of the Symptoms of
Post-traumatic Stress and Suicidality: An Examination of Emotion Regulation and
Post-traumatic Growth in College Students.”

“While I have had wonderful academic opportunities, the most profound impact is
not academic. When I look back at my time at Ole Miss I will hold most dear the
moments I have felt most connected to the community, e.g., time with a
struggling third grader as a Leap Frog afterschool reading and math volunteer.” V

The View from Ventress

“These experiences ignited my desire to pursue a PhD in Clinical Psychology.” V
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KEVEON TAYLOR, BA public policy leadership ’19

WILSON BENTON, BA biology ’18

“I study public policy leadership because my end goal is to return to the Delta,
practice law, and become either a judge or a state legislator. The program is
preparing me for a career serving the public,” said the cadet in the Ole Miss
Army ROTC, president of the Eta Zeta Chapter of Omega Psi Phi Fraternity,
Inc., firefighter with the Lafayette County Fire Department, and trumpet player
and singer in the Mississippi National Guard. “Public policy leadership teaches
students how to think critically. As an attorney, it will be important for me to
analyze information from a deeper perspective.”

Wilson investigated the effects of a vaccine, Coccivac D2, on commercial chicken
farms for his honors thesis. The premed student mapped parasite cycling within
chicken houses using the vaccine to determine modifications to protocol that
could improve egg production. As a veterinarian intern at Sanderson Farms in
Laurel, Wilson traveled 165 miles a day, five days a week to farms where he
donned a Hazmat suit to collect 200+ fecal samples before spending another five
hours in the lab counting parasites under a microscope.
“This was the most trying job I’ve ever had. However, trends discovered in the data
I collected and analyzed with the help of Biology Professor Richard Buchholz have
led to changes within the production practices of a publicly traded, multibillion
dollar-corporation. The changes could benefit the company, the individual farmers
I met, and consumers all across the country.” V

Keveon lists as academic highlights traveling to Mexico with the public policy
leadership program to study cultural dynamics and having an internship with
Carr Law Firm in his hometown of Cleveland, Mississippi. V

JARVIS BENSON, BA international studies and Spanish ’19
“I chose this university to achieve fluency in Spanish and to study the history,
culture, and politics of Latin America. The Croft Institute allows me to do just that
under the close instruction of wonderful professors. Studying abroad is amazing—I
never imagined traveling far outside of Mississippi, let alone all over Mexico. After
graduation I plan to work organizing and advocating for immigrant and refugee
communities and would love to serve as a foreign service officer in international
development in Latin America. Doing this requires understanding cultural
differences and the ability to analyze the implications of these differences.”
A finalist for the prestigious Harry S. Truman Scholarship, Jarvis is a member of
the student government board for inclusion and cross-cultural engagement working
to improve student life for minorities and international students. V

The View from Ventress
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Award-Winning
Graduate Students

Each year departments present Graduate Student Achievement Awards at Honors Day.

SHUANG CHENG
MA modern languages with emphasis in
applied linguistics and TESOL ’18
Originally from China, Shuang has taught
Chinese to students from kindergarten to
the university level in China, Thailand,
and the US. As a graduate student at UM,
Shuang pursues study in second-language
teaching, comparing the pedagogies of
Teaching English to Speakers of Other
Languages with other modern languages
teaching, especially Chinese. She is
interested in teachers’ personal knowledge
in second-language teaching, language
learning strategies, and intercultural
adaptation strategies. Her thesis explores
“A Gap Between Language Theoretical
Knowledge and Teachers’ Personal
Knowledge: An Investigation of CSL
Teachers in China.” V

PHILIP BALTUSKONIS, PhD history ’20

NALAKA LIYANAGE, PhD chemistry ’18

Philip’s study of Latin America explores the role of
ideas in the independence movements of Colombia
that emerged after the collapse of the Spanish
monarchy in 1808. His dissertation, “Hesitant
Independence in Spanish America,” examines how
alumni from local colleges and naturalists created
social networks that would become the backbone
of a political infrastructure challenging Spain’s
colonial hegemony in the region. Using local
alliances, these motivated, young intellectuals
forged the way for Colombia’s creation. External
grants and fellowships from the Universidad del
Rosario and Indiana University and support from
the UM Graduate School and Arch Dalrymple III
Department of History fund Philip’s research in
the US, Spain, and Colombia. V

A member of Professor Jared Delcamp’s Renewable
Energy Research Lab, Nalaka researches pancromatic
organic dye synthesis for dye-sensitized solar cells and
synthesis of organometallic complexes for
photocatalitic CO2 reduction. The dyes they
developed are capable of absorbing the whole range
of the visible spectrum and can convert photon
energy to electricity with up to 8% conversion
efficiency and perform well in low light
conditions as well. The photocatalysts they
developed can directly convert solar energy to
chemical energy in an efficient way. Nalaka,
originally from Sri Lanka, presents his research results
at national conferences and publishes papers in
highly rated peer reviewed journals such as Inorganic
Chemistry, Journal of Organic Chemistry, and
Chemical Communications. V

The View from Ventress
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KATRINA ALFORD

SAEED KAMALI

MA sociology ’18

PhD physics ’19

With a passion for topics related to inequality and wellbeing,
Katrina seeks to understand complex problems and inform
solutions through the social sciences with research in rural
sociology, demography, and stratification. Her work addresses
the tension between trying to understand both socioeconomic
structure and agency in how they influence uneven
development. Focusing on county-level analysis, Katrina
statistically modeled the relationships between historical and
geographical disadvantage and contemporary aggregate
income and poverty, while exploring the roles of human
capital and social capital. In addition to analyzing the
multistate Delta region, she
planned community
engagement to pilot her ideas
and receive feedback on her
interpretations. V

Saeed’s doctoral work is in the area of high
energy theory and particle physics. His paper,
in collaboration with Professor Stefan Meinel,
a well-known physicist at the University of
Arizona, was published in the prestigious
Journal of High Energy Physics. With multiple
projects involving collaborators at the
University of Montreal and at the University of
California at Irvine, a UM Graduate School
Dissertation Fellowship allowed Saeed to
spend spring semester in California working
on his dissertation and collaborating with
Professor Jonathan Feng, an authority on dark
matter physics and a Guggenheim Fellow.
Saeed was selected for the exclusive Prospects
in Theoretical Physics intensive training
program for the next generation of scholars
that builds on the strong relationship of
researchers in the Institute for Advanced Study
at Princeton University. V

FENG LIU
PhD economics ’18
A remarkably accomplished researcher interested
in applied econometrics, financial bubbles, and
monetary economics, Feng coauthored a paper
with Professor John Conlon, “The Simplest
Rational Greater-Fool Bubble Model” published
in the Journal of Economic Theory, shows that
rational agents might trade assets that they
know for sure are overpriced because they expect
to sell them to a “greater-fool” in the future. She
coauthored with professors Walter Mayer and
Xin Dang a paper, “Improving the Power of the
Diebold-Mariano-West Test for Least Squares
Predictions,” that develops a new test of
comparing predictive accuracy among alternative
forecasts, such as forecasts for exchange rate, or
inflation rate. It has been published in the
International Journal of Forecasting. V

Biology Student’s Discovery

A

ndrew Snyder was trudging through a rainforest of the Potaro Plateau in
Guyana conducting a survey of nocturnal amphibians and reptiles as the
herpetologist for a joint conservation research team through Global Wildlife
Conservation and World Wildlife Fund-Guianas when a tree stump pockmarked with
holes housing tarantulas caught his eye.

“I have spent years conducting surveys in Guyana and have always paid close attention
to the tarantula species. I immediately knew that this one was unlike any I had
encountered before. When I sent the images of the tarantula to an expert, he
ecstatically proclaimed that this was 99% likely to be an undescribed species,” said
Snyder, a doctoral student. V
Read Andrew’s story, visit VFV Online.

The View from Ventress
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Continued from the front cover

Home of the Brave

New initiatives are bringing student veterans into leadership roles on campus,
integrating them into the community, and offering needed services and resources.

A Veterans Treatment Team, the first in
the Southeastern Conference, provides a
team-based approach to free healthcare
for student veterans, eliminating the
need to take time off from class and
work to travel to the nearest Veterans
Affairs facility.

outlet for war and service. “The
cathartic experience of writing helps
students work through their experiences
in service; the group has molded itself
into a form of group therapy,” said
Andrew Newby, assistant director of
veteran and military services.

In the Veterans Writing Group,
students share stories, critique poetry
and prose, and find a new creative

Student Veterans Association
The nonprofit organization works on
complex issues surrounding veterans in
higher education.
Their My Ole Miss Wish initiative
gives military children special
experiences in partnership with Charter
Road Hospitality and Ole Miss
Athletics. For example, Colton Bullock,
who has acute lymphoblastic leukemia,
was inducted into the Student Veterans
Association as an honorary member,
took the Walk of Champions through
the Grove, and rode to Swayze Field in
a fire engine to participate in batting
practice with the baseball team and
throw the first pitch for the Military
Appreciation Game against LSU.

Veteran graduates such as Andrew Little (BA history, naval science minor ’18) were
distinguished by a stole on the day of commencement to help them stand out in the
crowd. Little, commissioned as a Second Lieutenant in the Marine Corps through
the Marine Enlisted Commissioning Program, was selected by the Marine Corps to
attend college, receive his degree, and return to active duty as an officer.

18

The Veterans Resource Center provides
space for study, relaxation, community
building, and programs with university
representatives and others. Funds for

Writers Fellow

Poetry Prestige

Molly McCully Brown (MFA English ’17), the
2017–18 Jeff Baskin Writers Fellow at the
Oxford American magazine, is at work on
both a collection of essays, and a
collaborative collection of poems with the
writer Susannah Nevison. The 2018–19
Amy Lowell Poetry Travelling Scholar, Brown
is living in Bologna, Italy.

Julian Randall, an MFA in
creative writing student,
received the 2017 Cave
Canem Poetry Prize for his
first book, Refuse, to be
published by University of
Pittsburgh Press this fall.

furnishings came from the College of
Liberal Arts, Army ROTC Alumni
group, a College Alumni Advisory
Board member, Coleman Funeral
Home, the Center for Student Success
and First-Year Experience, and Oxford’s
Volunteer for Veterans.
As the student veteran population on
campus grows, the facility is a muchneeded resource for students
transitioning from the military to college
life. “We are extremely grateful the
university is working to better our
quality of life on campus,” said Evan
Ciocci, SVA president and a Navy
veteran from Sandwich, Massachusetts.
“SVA and Veteran Services support makes
Mississippi my home, and I love it here.”
Three College students are among the
SVA members who use the Resource
Center.
Briana Oderkirk, a history major and
Marine Corps veteran, is social media
chair for the Student Veterans
Association. She plans to attend law
school after graduation and to work
with veterans throughout her career.
Nicholas Roylance, a theatre major
from San Francisco, transferred to UM

Colton Bullock (right), who has
acute lymphoblastic leukemia, was
inducted into the Student Veterans
Association as an honorary member
and threw the first pitch for the
Military Appreciation Game
against LSU.
Briana Oderkirk (below left),
Nicholas Roylance, and Don
Zielenski at UM’s Veterans
Resource Center.

from Northwest Mississippi
Community College and Southwest
Tennessee Community College. For
him, student veterans “want to fit in, be
accepted for what we love, and share it
with others. The military is not what
Hollywood makes it out to be—the
military is a life of hard choices and
hard work—but I’m done with that
now. I want to focus on my passion.”
“The theatre program provides the tools
to further cement myself as Nicholas
the actor ... not Nicholas the disabled
veteran,” said Roylance, who has acted
in Punishment! (2016), Blood Country
(2017), and Driven (2018). “My goal is
to wind up on your TV screen every
Friday night at 7 pm.”
Don Zielenski, from south Texas, was
stationed in South Korea in 2008
before deploying to Afghanistan in 2011
as an Army Calvary Scout. He was
awarded two Purple Hearts and a
Bronze Star Medal with Valor.
“He won’t tell you this, but Don is a
hero. He recovered from his injuries
and is studying psychology,” Newby

said. “He intends to work with
veterans experiencing post-traumatic
stress and traumatic brain injury.”
In return, Zielenski gives a nod to
Newby’s leadership with student
veterans on campus. “Andrew has
helped SVA progress by leaps and
bounds in the short time he’s been here.
Being part of the SVA helped
tremendously my freshman year by
giving me a great group of people I
could associate with.”
Veteran and Military Services will host a
Veterans Alumni Weekend on
November 2–3, 2018, with a
Veterans Alumni Gala to raise
funds for scholarships. It will
feature Will Jimeno, the Port
Authority police officer who
was trapped in World Trade
Center rubble for 13 hours and
one of only 20 survivors. V
To support our veterans,
contact Andrew Newby,
andrew@olemiss.edu.
VIDEO: Watch the Ole Miss
Athletics Military Appreciation
feature on Don Zielenski,
visit VFV online.

Crime and Punishment

Truman Scholar Finalists

Telisha Dionne Bailey (PhD history ’15),
a postdoctoral research fellow with
the Carter G. Woodson Institute for
African-American and African Studies
at the University of Virginia, has been
named the 2018 Medgar and Myrlie
Evers Research Scholar to work on
her book, Please Don’t Forget About
Me: African American Women, Mississippi, and the History
of Crime and Punishment in Parchman Prison, 1890–1980.

For the first time, UM had three finalists
for the prestigious Harry S. Truman
Scholarship: Jarvis Benson (left), an
international studies and Spanish major;
Allen Coon (middle), a public policy
leadership and African American
studies major, and Jaz Brisack, a
general studies major who was
awarded the scholarship for the state
of Mississippi.
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Field Notes

F

aculty in the Department
of Sociology and
Anthropology organize
field schools and experiences
beyond the classroom and lab
that allow students to apply their
education at locations in
Mississippi and beyond.

Archaeology Field School
in Lee County, Virginia

Sarah Meeks
(second from
right) visits
with a
community
development
organization,
The Suyana
Foundation,
in Nazacara,
Bolivia.

With Maureen Meyers, assistant professor of anthropology,
students study the fundamentals of archaeology field
methodology, including research design, excavating
methods, mapping, and basic artifact analysis; excavate
14th-century native earthwork; gain experience in
preparation to become archaeological field technicians; and
learn to work in a group setting outdoors.
The Carter Robinson Mound site in southwest
Virginia was located at the edge of the Mississippian
cultural world from AD 900 to 1550, and was
featured in American Archaeology magazine last fall.
“It’s an important site for understanding interaction at
cultural frontiers, craft production in prehistoric
societies, and the role of craft production and frontiers
in the formation of inequality in societies,” said Meyers.

Global Food Security and Health
Field School in Zambia
Participants work in interdisciplinary teams from UM,
University of Nebraska, and Zambia’s Copperbelt
University developing research design, data collection,
and analysis skills with Anne Cafer, assistant professor of
sociology. They explore the sociocultural and ecological
factors impacting food security, health, and nutrition in
rural Zambia and can experience a safari in Kafue
National Park and see one of the world’s great wonders,
Victoria Falls.
The goal of the month-long summer course is for students
to understand biocultural adaptation, the impact of poor
nutrition on overall health, and other food-related
challenges faced by people in the country.
Ebonee Carpenter (BA sociology ’17) said that the field
school in Zambia “put things in perspective, like how
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much we waste in the US and how much we take for
granted. The trip opened my eyes to health, wellness,
and access to education, and inspired me to do more.”

Social Science Field School in Bolivia
This field school—led by Kate and Miguel Centellas,
department faculty with joint appointments with the
Croft Institute for International Studies—combines
the politics, history, and culture of the Andes with the
intensive qualitative and quantitative research methods
used in a variety of social science disciplines.
Sarah Meeks (BA international studies ’18) attended
the field school to expand her interdisciplinary
understanding of medicine in a global context.
“It exposed me to disparities in access to health services,
contributing to a growing interest in global and public
health,” she said. “I witnessed differences in urban life
and in the rural Altiplano. The inadequacy of services in
Bolivia stood in stark contrast to what I saw while
studying global health and development at the School
for International Training in Geneva, Switzerland.” V

Outstanding Contributions

Studying Northern Ireland

Dion Armstrong Kevin III (BA
public policy leadership ’18)
was honored at the 31st
annual Higher Education
Appreciation Day–Working for
Academic Excellence awards
program for Mississippi’s 34
public and private universities
and colleges.

While dozens of students and
faculty have received Fulbright
scholarships and fellowships
over the years, Ainsley Ash, a
psychology and public policy
leadership double major, is
the first to receive a Fulbright
Summer Institute grant to
study “Education for Transformation at Queen’s
College in Belfast, Northern Ireland.”

Donation
Honors
Lifetime
Dedication
to Education

A

Hazel Brister O’Flaherty

recent $300,000 gift from the estate of Hazel
Brister O’Flaherty establishes a scholarship
for nursing students.

“Aunt Hazel knew the value of a good education,”
said Susan Brister Morrison, of Fairview, Tennessee.
“When she was a nursing instructor at Contra Costa
College in California, she ensured all the nurses who
passed through her care were ready to take up their
task. She knew what would be required of her
students, and she made sure they were prepared.”
Morrison said her aunt, a native of Lincoln County,
designated UM in her will because “it’s a great
public university in her home state that produces
some of the best nurses in the country.”
The Hazel Brister O’Flaherty Scholarship will be
awarded to full-time prenursing students at UM
and then for their two years of education at the
UM School of Nursing in Jackson, with first
preference to students from Lincoln County.
O’Flaherty used her nursing skills during World
War II as chief nurse with the International Refugee
Organization on a US Army transport ship. After
the war she earned her bachelor’s and master’s
degrees from Columbia University in New York
while working at Memorial Hospital Cancer Center.
Hazel and her husband, John O’Flaherty, later
moved to California.
“Aunt Hazel was a strong, fierce woman who did
what she could to make the world better,”
Morrison said. “She continues to do so even now
in providing scholarships to prospective nurses
from Mississippi.” V

Science Days
Researchers from a
variety of disciplines
shared insights about
their work and the
environment of
northeast Mississippi
during Science Day at
the UM Field Station
last fall and on campus
in the spring.

Tackling Grand Challenges

“T

his initiative brings creative people and
ideas together in fresh and unique ways to
tackle grand challenges,” said Chancellor
Jeffrey S. Vitter. “The atmosphere of innovation at the
university is exceptional and aligns perfectly with the
Flagship Constellations’ focus on high-impact
multidisciplinary research and creative achievement.”

mathematics, develops new data mining
methods and theory for non-normal data.

Brain Wellness

After a yearlong process of vetting ideas, four research
clusters were approved to marshal the creativity and
resources of the university to serve the state and nation.

Brain Wellness develops technologies and practices to
help prevent or recover from brain impairment related
to injury, addiction, or disease. Gregg Roman, chair
and professor of biology, contributes his neuroscience
research on the mechanisms of alcohol tolerance
formation with a goal of enabling new treatments to
fight the descent into alcohol addiction.

Big Data

Community Wellbeing

Big Data considers issues from how do we best gather
and secure data to how we analyze and visualize data
for better decision-making in fields from medicine and
science to security, business, and public policy. College
faculty from mathematics and science departments are
primarily involved with this constellation. For
example, Xin Dang, associate professor of

Community Wellbeing implements best practices to
build stronger, healthier rural communities. College
faculty, particularly in sociology and anthropology,
contribute a variety of projects to this research cluster.
The Center for Population Studies, directed by John
Green, professor of sociology, is investigating maternalchild health concerns; connecting communities and

researchers to analyze water samples for
lead contamination; developing sustainable
agriculture infrastructure; linking local farms to
school nutrition; and connecting communities and
regional development agencies on the issue of health
and economic development.

Disaster Resilience
Disaster Resilience uses multifaceted methodology of
disaster prevention, preparedness, response, and
recovery to develop technologies, tools, and inform
policies to mitigate disasters and increase the
resilience and sustainability of communities. Stefan
Schulenberg, professor of psychology, directs the
Clinical Disaster Research Center and the new
interdisciplinary minor in disaster sciences. V
Visit VFV online for additional information.

Inaugural Fellows

R

yan Garrick, assistant professor of biology, and
Saša Kocić, assistant professor of mathematics,
are among only 30 National Science Foundation
grantees in a special program to develop collaborations
through visits at other premiere research institutions.

Garrick’s project facilitates collaboration with
colleagues at Ohio State to understand how the
numbers and genetic variability of four invertebrate
species found in southern Appalachian forests change
as their environment changes.
“Biodiversity is declining in many areas of the world
due to environmental change,” said Garrick. “This
fellowship enables research using genetic techniques to
study how organisms have responded to past and
present environmental change. It also generates new
opportunities for sustained collaboration with the host
institution. Findings will advance understanding of
whether whole communities have the ability to
respond to environmental change together, or as

Undergraduate
Researcher
Skylyn Irby, a
mathematics major,
worked on a data
science project as an
undergraduate
research fellow at the
Mathematical Sciences
Research Institute in
Berkley, California,
this summer.

Saša Kocić

Ryan Garrick

individual species. This information will aid in
conservation and management of US forest fauna.”
Kocić initiated a collaboration with the University of
California-Irvine to develop tools for studying
dynamical systems, allowing mathematicians to obtain
new results by looking at systems at different spatial

and time scales, revealing shared properties.
“Dynamical systems is a large area of mathematics that
concerns the evolution of different systems and
phenomena, ranging from the motion of celestial
bodies to heart function to fluctuations in the stock
market,” Kocić said. V

30th Mississippi State Geographic Bee

The Quiet Persuader

A preliminary to the National
Geographic Society’s
competition, the annual
event was held for the
first time on campus.
Coordinated by the
Mississippi Geographic
Alliance, National
Geographic Day included
the competition, educator
certification, and student
programs.

US Senator Thad Cochran
(BA psychology ’59 JD law ’65)
was honored with UM’s Mississippi
Humanitarian Award. The statesman
retired in April as the 10th longest
serving senator in American history
and is donating his Congressional
papers to the university’s Modern
Political Archives.
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Indigenous Art
and Activism

C

aroline Wigginton, an assistant professor
of English, has been awarded funding
from Humanities Without Walls as part of
a collaborative team studying how indigenous art
and activism affect Native American claims to
their homelands. The three-year project focuses on
the shifting environmental, political, economic,
and racial climates that define the Mississippi
River’s course, meanings, and relation to Native
peoples. It addresses how indigenous art and
activism maintain intellectual traditions and exert
continued rights to homelands, constituting
strategies of persistence and resistance.

Along with colleagues at Northwestern University
and the University of Minnesota, Wigginton is
assembling reading lists; conducting research visits
to Chicago, Minneapolis, and Oxford; sharing
research; connecting classes; presenting research to
the public; and writing a publication.
“The Department of English and the College of
Liberal Arts have a lot of expertise in Southern
Native American studies, and this project helps
showcase our important work outside the local
region,” Wigginton said.
Funded by a grant from the Andrew W. Mellon
Foundation, Humanities Without Walls aims to
create new avenues for collaborative crossinstitutional research, teaching, and scholarship in
the humanities. V

PHOTO COURTESY OF WIKICOMMONS

Caroline Wigginton (below right).
A contemporary recreation of the Piasa rock painting, which travelers
along the Mississippi River saw for centuries on the limestone bluffs
near present day Alton, Illinois, marks the area as under the
jurisdiction of the nearby urban center of Cahokia.

I

mproving healthcare is an important university
mission and the College offers a full-service Health
Professions Advising Office (HPAO) for students
pursuing any health field.

All professional health schools have competitive
admissions and UM students connect with the HPAO
to realize this goal. Last year the office held 3,500+
advising sessions, awarded 48 scholarships totaling
$75,000, and hosted events highlighting professions and
programs while advising four student organizations
offering supportive and engaging communities.
“The Health Professions Advising Office revolves
around student success,” said Dr. Sovent Taylor, the
new director who brings experience from his years
with UM Orientation, Admissions, Alumni Affairs,
Outreach, Center for Student Success and First-Year
Experience, and HPAO. “Everything in our office is
done with the students in mind. We constantly search
for new ways to help our students excel as they prepare
for the application process.”
John Bariola, a transfer student from Mississippi Delta
Community College, earned a BA in political science
before entering the UM Medical Center radiologic
sciences program this fall.
“I followed my passion in political science while taking
the required health prerequisites. The HPAO is
extremely helpful. I always felt welcome, and my
advisor reminded me of deadlines, checked on me,
and prepared me for application interviews.”
Myrical Taylor will attend the accelerated BSN
program at UT Health and Science Center in
Memphis. As a Grove Scholar, she had financial
support, community, and mentors who helped with
academics and the “everyday things that come with
being a student” while HPAO staff guided her prenursing path.
“You can major in anything and pursue a health
profession. With HPAO’s help, I studied psychology
while preparing for nursing school. You have to be
committed and pay close attention because nursing
schools require different courses.”
Premed students also find ways to distinguish
themselves and be competitive applicants.

Dr. Sovent Taylor (top right) advises a student. Mikayla Johnson
(below left), Michelle Basha, John Bariola, and Myrical Taylor

Mikayla Johnson, a biology major and Mississippi Rural
Physicians Program Scholar, constructed a community
needs assessment of Amory, where she has family ties.
“Examining demographics, economy, culture, and health
while talking with citizens and local officials brought
me out of my classroom and lab comfort zone. Rural
communities face unique and interconnected
challenges—from industrial decline to the opioid crisis,
obesity, and water quality. I can’t overstate the validation
of understanding how these challenges are manifested in
the lives of the people I know and how rewarding it was
to share my assessment at the Mississippi Rural Health
Association conference in Jackson.”
Biology major Michelle Basha’s resume has the research
experience, leadership, and service you might expect
from a premed student. But she is most proud of
facilitating others’ academic success as a biology lab
teaching assistant, a Biology Bootcamp mentor, and a
Supplemental Instruction weekly group study session
peer leader.
“I share my knowledge, encourage others to follow their
passions, and show that goals are achieved through
hard work and determination. The impact on others
through campus involvement is remarkable, and I am
grateful for the privilege. UM has equipped me with
the skills, knowledge, and relationships to make a
difference now and in the future.” V

Reading Philosophy

National Education Award

Neil Manson, professor of philosophy, used
a Society of Christian Philosophers grant to
establish a reading group on the works of
Dr. Alvin Plantinga, recipient of the prestigious
Templeton Prize honoring a living person
who has made an exceptional
contribution to affirming life’s
spiritual dimension.

Emily Ragland (BA English and
political science ’09) received the
2017 Harriett Ball Excellence in
Teaching Award and $10,000 in
recognition of her exemplary work
in the classroom. As the lead
kindergarten teacher at KIPP
Memphis Collegiate Elementary
School, Ragland was selected
from 5,000 teachers from the
national KIPP network of collegepreparatory public charter schools.

PHOTO BY EMILY HOARD
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A Passion for Health

On the Page

U

M Writing Centers continue to grow, hosting 5,000+ appointments and 100+
workshops each year on the Oxford, DeSoto, and Tupelo campuses. In face-toface and online appointments, students from all disciplines pair with peer
consultants for assistance at any point in the creative process. The goal is for students
to cultivate effective compostion processes and critical inquiry habits.
Commenting on its value, one student wrote, “I look forward to coming to the
Writing Center. Feels very comfortable here, and their help is amazing!”

Consultants dedicate themselves to student writers by “fostering writerly agency,
heightening rhetorical and critical awareness, and advancing writing for social
justice within and beyond the institution,” said Brad Campbell, director of the
Oxford Writing Center.
Writing consultants benefit from extensive training and research opportunities.
“Our consultants represent a variety of disciplines and complete a writing course
about best practices and pedagogical approaches prior to working in the Center.
All consultants hold College Reading and Learning Association certification and
present research at conferences.”
Translating practical experience into professional advancement, consultants are accepted
to a variety of graduate and professional schools and have accepted professional
positions as technical writers, teachers, and professional writing consultants. V

Siqi Chen (left) works with writing center tutor Dana Reppel.

Decisions, Decisions

“I

’m a decision researcher,
specializing in how our social
identities affect our decision
processes,” said Mervin Matthew, an
instructional associate professor in
the Department of Psychology who
holds a doctorate from Indiana
University.

“Although I majored in psychology
during college, my interest in decision
research came from my minor:
political science. One of my professors

Spring Break Study
Physics faculty and students taught
Advanced Placement Physics
preparation to 28 Mississippi high
schoolers during spring break.
The students are part of a Global
Teaching Project partnered with
Mississippi Public School
Consortium for Educational Access
to fill in where the shortage of
qualified teachers is most acute.

wrote several books profiling the
decision styles of various US
presidents, and that got me thinking
about how dispositional and
situational factors interact to affect
our choices under uncertainty.”
He’s been at the university since 2011,
teaching general psychology, cognitive
psychology, statistics, and a research
methods lab in psychology along with
having several research assistants and
sponsoring students for internships.

“The students here have a wide range of
needs and abilities, but I’ve found a
good balance between helping those
who have trouble keeping up and
pushing those who are clearly grad
students in the making.”
Matthew’s interests are chess, basketball,
and the New York Yankees (not
necessarily in that order).
“My collection of sports jerseys is
awesome and legendary. It will
continue to grow indefinitely.” V

2019 US News & World Report
Best Graduate Schools
College of Liberal programs ranked in the Top 100 are:
• Arch Dalrymple III Department of History
(tied for No. 38)
• English (tied for No. 40)
• political science (tied for No. 59)
• clinical psychology (tied for No. 67)
• physics and astronomy
(tied for No. 83)
• mathematics (tied for No. 85)
• chemistry (tied for No. 99)
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COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS FACULTY AWARDS

James M. Thomas

John G. Green

Nathan I. Hammer

Thomas Allan Peattie

assistant professor of sociology

professor of sociology and
director of the Center for
Population Studies

associate professor of chemistry
and biochemistry

assistant professor of music

Dr. Mike L. Edmonds New
Scholar Award for Social
Sciences

College of Liberal Arts Award
for Research, Scholarship, and
Creative Achievement for
Social Sciences

College of Liberal Arts Award for
Research, Scholarship, and
Creative Achievement for Natural
Sciences and Mathematics

Dr. Mike L. Edmonds New Scholar
Award for Fine and Performing Arts

Lee M. Cohen

Charles L. Hussey

Dean of the College
of Liberal Arts and
professor of psychology

associate dean for research and
graduate education and professor
of chemistry and biochemistry

Davita L. Watkins

Todd A. Smitherman

Rhona Justice-Malloy

Darren E. Grem

assistant professor of
chemistry and biochemistry

associate professor psychology

professor of theatre arts

associate professor of history

Dr. Mike L. Edmonds New
Scholar Award for Natural
Sciences and Mathematics

College of Liberal Arts Award
for Research, Scholarship, and
Creative Achievement for
Social Sciences

College of Liberal Arts Award for
Research, Scholarship, and Creative
Achievement for Humanities, Fine
and Performing Arts

Dr. Mike L. Edmonds
New Scholar Award for
Humanities

The View from Ventress
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Nidhi Vij Mali

Irene Kaufmann Cotelo

Molly Pasco-Pranger

assistant professor of
public policy leadership

lecturer in Spanish

chair and associate professor
of classics

Outstanding Instructor
of the Year Award

The Howell Family Outstanding
Teacher of the Year Award

Robbie Ethridge
professor of anthropology
College of Liberal Arts Award
for Research, Scholarship,
and Creative Achievement

Emanuele Berti
professor of physics
and astronomy
College of
Liberal Arts
Award for
Research,
Scholarship,
and Creative
Achievement

Jaime Harker
professor of English and director
of the Sarah Isom Center for
Women and Gender Studies
College of Liberal Arts Award
for Research, Scholarship,
and Creative Achievement

The View from Ventress
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Cora Lee Graham Award for
Outstanding Teaching of Freshmen

more stories, photos, and videos at libarts.olemiss.edu

FACULTY AWARDS
TEACHING AWARDS
1. Patrick Alexander, associate professor of English
and African American Studies

4. Kerri Scott, associate director of forensic chemistry
and instructional associate professor

Mississippi Humanities Council Humanities Educator Award

2. Derrick Harriell, associate professor of English
and African American Studies and director
of the MFA in Creative Writing Program

Excellence in Teaching Award from UM’s Personalized
Learning & Adaptive Teaching Opportunities Program

5. Edgar Serrano, instructor in modern languages

Excellence in Promoting Inclusiveness in Graduate Education
Award from the University of Mississippi Graduate School

American Association of Teachers of Spanish and
Portuguese Outstanding Teacher of the Year Award

4 & 11

3. Marc Lerner, associate professor of history

Mississippi Humanities Council UM Humanities
Teacher of the Year

SERVICE AWARDS
6. Donald Cole, assistant

provost and associate professor
of mathematics

8. Charles Hussey, associate
dean of research and graduate
education and professor of
chemistry and biochemistry

Ole Miss Alumni Association
Dr. Jeanette Jennings
Trailblazer Award

7. Alan Gross, professor of
psychology

UM Black Faculty and Staff
Organization Lift Every Voice Award

10. Karen Raber, professor of English
Executive Director of the
Shakespeare Association of America

11. Kerri Scott, associate director of

Beverly Thorn Award for Outstanding
Director of Clinical Training Service

professor and assistant
chair of English

British Academy Visiting Fellow
at the University of Birmingham

14. Saumen Chakraborty,

assistant professor of chemistry
and biochemistry
Ralph E. Powe Junior Faculty
Enhancement Award

15. Christiana Christodoulou,

visiting research assistant professor
of modern languages

Marie Sklodowska-Curie Global
Fellow at the University of Cambridge

16. Lee M. Cohen, dean of liberal
arts and professor of psychology
Society of Behavioral
Medicine Fellow

17. Amala Dass, associate professor
of chemistry and biochemistry

National Science Foundation Major
Research Instrumentation Award

18. Conor Dowling, associate
professor of political science

American Political Science
Association Don K. Price Award
for his book, Unhealthy Politics

dean of faculty and academic
affairs and professor of modern
languages
UM Distinguished Professor

20. Osayi Endolyn, deputy editor

Heating & Cooling: 52 MicroMemoirs Atlanta Journal Constitution
Best Book of 2017, Goodreaders
Favorite for 2017, a Southern Book
Prize finalist, selected for special
recognition on Oprah.com.
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26. Alan Spurgeon, professor
of music

National Association for Music
Education Distinguished Service
Award in Historical Music
Education Research

27. James M. Thomas, assistant
professor of sociology

University of Massachusetts
at Amherst W.E.B. Du Bois
Center Visiting Fellow

28. Davita L. Watkins, assistant
professor of chemistry and
biochemistry

American Chemical Society Science
and Engineering Young Investigator

29. Brooke White, chair and
associate professor of art and
art history
Mississippi Museum of Art
Bicentennial Exhibition

30. Jessica Wilkerson,

assistant professor of history
and Southern Studies

24. Catarina Passidomo,

assistant professor of anthropology
and Southern Studies

Southern Association for Women
Historians A. Elizabeth Taylor Prize

Fulbright US Scholar Award

The View from Ventress
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American Psychological
Association Fellow

23. Ted Ownby, professor of

William Winter Chair of History

13

and professor of psychology

Christopher Isherwood
Foundation Fellow

history and Southern Studies

24

25. Rebekah Smith, chair

22. Jaime Harker, professor of

English and director of the
Sarah Isom Center for Women and
Gender Studies

2

UM Black Faculty and Staff
Organization Lift Every Voice Award

2018 James Beard Award

professor of English and
Mississippi Poet Laureate

3

professor of sociology

of Gravy, a publication of the
Southern Foodways Alliance

21. Beth Ann Fennelly,

19

12. James M. Thomas, assistant

UM Black Faculty and Staff
Organization Lift Every Voice Award

19. Donald L. Dyer, associate

8

Thomas Frist Student Service Award

RESEARCH AND CREATIVE AWARDS
13. Lindy Brady, assistant

6

forensic chemistry and instructional
associate professor

9. Jan Murray, associate dean of
liberal arts and professor of art
and art history
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Princeton
Fellow

A

n assistant professor
of history and
African American
Studies who earned her
PhD from the University of
Texas at Austin, Shennette
Garrett-Scott specializes in
gender, race, and capitalism.
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8

28

5

29

16

20

22
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Columbia Fellow

T

Garrett-Scott’s current book project, Let Us Have a
Bank: The St. Luke Bank and Race and Gender in US
Finance, 1860s–1930s, is supported by a fellowship at
Princeton University, Dalrymple Faculty Research
Grant from the history department, and College of
Liberal Arts matching grant. In the first history of
the US financial industry focusing on black women,
she reveals the ways their savings, spending, and
lending practices challenge understandings of success
and security, notions of risk, and the possibilities of
citizenship in the US economy and society. Her
exploration highlights an African American financial
innovation led by Maggie Lena Walker, the first
woman bank president of any race.
Garrett-Scott explains the value of studying history
at UM. “We offer a unique opportunity to explore
the black experience in US history, but especially in
Mississippi. A quote attributed to William Faulkner,
‘To understand the world, you must first understand
a place like Mississippi,’ highlights the ways
Mississippi is the nation—indeed, the world—writ
large. Here you can interrogate the multiple and
complex meanings of the past and modern
experiences of African Americans.” V
Visit VFV online to read Q&A with Dr. Garrett-Scott.
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homas Peattie, an assistant professor of music
who holds a PhD in historical musicology from
Harvard University, spent last fall on a
prestigious fellowship at the Italian Academy for
Advanced Studies in America at Columbia University
in New York researching and writing a book on
20th-century Italian composer Luciano Berio’s
transcriptions of musical works by other composers.

“I am fascinated by Berio’s practice of taking an existing
musical work and using it as a point of departure for
the creation of an entirely new composition. I find
compelling the extent to which these newly fashioned
pieces offer a musical commentary on the unrealized
potential of the original material.
“The rich body of vocal, orchestral, and chamber music
he created between the mid-1950s and his death in
2003 played a crucial role in securing his reputation as
the most important Italian composer of his generation.”
Yet for Peattie it is Berio’s transcriptions of works by
J. S. Bach, Johannes Brahms, and Gustav Mahler
(among others) that reveal Berio’s largely unexplored
fascination with the past.
Of equal interest to Peattie is how the works reflect
the way Berio listened to his predecessors’ music.
“For although Berio’s transcriptions reveal an intimate
knowledge of an original ‘text,’ his relationship to
these texts is also shaped by the lingering sonic
traces of the performed work as remembered and
misremembered.” V

NEH Fellow

B

rad Cook, an associate professor of classics, received a $21,000
National Endowment for the Humanities fellowship to spend the
spring at the American School of Classical Studies in Athens, Greece,
researching two ancient Greek inscriptions that are part of UM’s David M.
Robinson Memorial Collection of Greek and Roman Antiquities.

“These inscriptions offer an opportunity to glimpse the lives of two people,
some 2,200 years ago, one a king and the other a freed slave. If my
working hypotheses prove valid, the gold inscription was made specially for
Philip V, then king of Macedon, as a memento of his incessant efforts to
control as much of the Greek world as possible. On the other hand, the
bronze inscription looks to be the only surviving example of a personal,
portable copy of a slave’s manumission, Philista’s ‘free papers’, her own
proof of freedom, solidly inscribed on a 4 oz. bronze plaque.”
Molly Pasco-Pranger, chair and associate professor of classics, is proud to
see Cook’s work supported by the NEH.
“I am excited to see a colleague who demonstrates his excellence as a teacher
and scholar regularly here on our campus receive national recognition and
support for his research.” V
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New Minor in
Disaster Sciences

Disasters affect the lives of every one of us.
They threaten our health and well-being. They
threaten our communities, our state, and our country.

G

lobally, the United Nations estimates natural disasters have cost
$1.4 trillion and affected 1.7 billion people over the past decade.
Each year, on average, more natural disasters strike the US than any other
country except China. Natural disasters are not our only threat. There are
technological disasters—fires, aviation disasters, explosions, chemical and oil spills.
There are domestic and international terrorist attacks.

“This new Disaster Sciences minor aims to raise awareness of the importance of
disaster preparedness, mitigation, response, and recovery,” said Stefan Schulenberg,
professor of psychology and director of disaster sciences. “We hope to shape a
culture of awareness and motivating action, to train our students with respect to
being proactive as opposed to simply reactive, and to prepare students for working
in multidisciplinary fashion in various community contexts.”
The minor melds social science courses in the College and courses in Applied
Sciences to expose students to the science and practice in fields such as emergency
management and disaster mental health. Students receive training in research areas

within the disaster sciences and with respect to occupations in emergency
management. The minor promotes an integrated understanding of human
behavior—before, during, and after disasters—and an enhanced ability to work
effectively across disciplines in diverse disaster-related contexts.
“Disasters are unavoidable, and seeing how reactive rather than proactive we tend
to be as a society has opened my eyes for the necessity of furthering education in
this area,” said Calli Holland, a psychology major. “I am proud and excited to
be a part of a university that is doing just that.” V

Purpose,
Place, and
Peace

Vincent G. and Maxine McGuire
Band Scholarship

E

stablished by
Layne
McGuire, a
former drum major
for the Pride of the
South marching
band, in honor of
her parents, the
scholarship is
available to full-time
entering freshmen
band members,
with first preference
for students from
Oxford.

D

r. Mike L.
Edmonds
(BA theatre ’84,
MEd education ’85,
PhD education ’90)
donated funds to
renovate a study space
for biology students in
Shoemaker Hall and to
establish a research
award program for
junior faculty. Edmonds
is the Vice President for
Student Life and Dean
of Students at Colorado College.

“The great American poet Maya Angelou said ‘People may not remember
exactly what you did, or what you said, but they will always remember how
you made them feel.’ Ole Miss made me feel that I had a sense of purpose,
place, and peace, even through the storms. Whatever I can do to help this
and the next generation of Ole Miss students have that same sense of
purpose, place, and peace pales in comparison to the blessings I have
received from Ole Miss.” V

The View from Ventress

Pride of the South drum major Layne McGuire (center), Pam Crump

“I was in band
Jackson (left), and band member Angela Davis-Morris
beginning in the
6th grade and it was a huge part of my college experience,” McGuire said.
“I loved band, and my band directors were some of my biggest influences.
Scholarship money is always a challenge, and this is a way to give back to
something that gave me so much.”

McGuire graduated with a BA in mathematics in 1990 and a MA in history in
1992. She taught mathematics in South Panola County before returning for a
MA in accountancy in 1999. McGuire worked as a consultant for major accounting
firms, and now leads the community banking internal audit and regulatory
compliance practice in the Carolinas for RSM. V
28
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A Valued
Education

D

wight Tays of
Nashville created
a planned gift of
$100,000 to help the
Department of Political
Science “reach greater
heights.”

“The department provided
me with a sound
education and inspired me
to make societal
contributions beyond the
classroom,” said Tays, who
earned a doctorate from
UM in 1982 and has
Dwight Tays
degrees from the
University of North
Alabama and George Peabody College. “I want to show my deep appreciation to
UM for opening doors of opportunity for me.”

Family members gather around Gloria Kellum (fourth from right) at a reception in her honor.

Gloria D. Kellum Scholarship
Endowment in Political Science

T

he Department of Political Science Advisory Board honored longtime
administrator emerita Gloria Kellum by establishing a scholarship endowment
in her name. Kellum, who joined the faculty in 1966, chaired UM’s
sesquicentennial celebration, directed capital campaigns that raised $800 million, and
helped create the William Winter Institute for Racial Reconciliation and Ole Miss
Women’s Council for Philanthropy.

The retired professor of political science spent 29 of his 40+ years of teaching
at Lipscomb University where he was chair of the Department of History,
Politics, and Philosophy. Outside the classroom, Tays worked for former
Tennessee Governors Phil Bredesen and Ned McWherter, and Rep. Jim
Cooper (D-TN). V

“I’m very honored and very humbled,” Kellum said. “Student scholarships are very
important, so I thank the Political Science Advisory Board for its leadership on
behalf of our students because that’s what it’s all about. Every time a scholarship is
established, the donor is really thinking about our students, which is the focus of
what we all do at this university.” V

MAKE A GIFT: Sandra Guest, sguest@olemiss.edu,
662.915.5208

MAKE A GIFT: William Kneip, kneip@olemiss.edu, 662.915.2254

Accelerated Law

P

olitical science, English, history,
economics, and philosophy are
the most popular majors among
successful law school applicants
nationwide—with an 80% or above
acceptance rate—according to the Law
School Admission Council.

with the UM School of Law. If
accepted, students begin the first year
of law school after the junior year, and
law courses fulfill general elective
hours for the undergraduate degree.

Liberal arts majors are highly
competitive because law school
requires making sense of dense text,
using logic and intense critical
thinking skills, and having highly
developed oral and written
communication skills. Law students
need to understand the historical and
social science context of a variety of
issues involved in the legal system.

Sue Ann Skipworth, instructional
assistant professor of political science
and student advisor, sees the benefit.
“Students are effectively using their
elective classes towards another degree.
Furthermore, the number of classes
these students take during their first
three years is not much different from
that of other students, which allows
them to still pursue extracurricular
activities and internships, making them
more competitive for admission.”

Students completing the BA or BS
degrees in the College are eligible for a
new 3+3 Accelerated Law program

Completing both an undergraduate
and law degree in six years as opposed
to seven saves both time and money.

The View from Ventress

“The Accelerated
Law Program is
an excellent
choice for
students
who know
early in
their
college
careers that
they are interested in
studying law,” said Susan
Duncan, dean and professor
of law. “Some of our top
students have a background in
liberal arts, so we are especially
excited to partner with the
College on this program.” V
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Pittman
Gifts Provide
Equity Above
Access

“S

tudents need community to be successful in
college,” Renvy Pittman says. “Grove Scholars
identifies young people, brings them in, and
empowers them to unlock their potential and encourage
each other. I would like to look back in 10 years and see
these students using their degrees to make their
communities in Mississippi better places.”

Pittman’s most recent $350,000 gift further bolsters the
Grove Scholars program to facilitate academic success
among Mississippi residents seeking degrees in science,
technology, engineering, and math (STEM) and who
have also received the Ole Miss Opportunity (OMO)
Scholarship. It is a bridge during the summer before the
freshman year to help students orient to the university
and college-level work. From 12 scholars in 2014, the
program has grown to 70+ students in math and science
classes as well as tutoring, social events, and exposure to
STEM resources. The newest initiative provides
financial support for career-relevant internships during
subsequent summers.
Being introduced to college life prior to freshman year
gives students a chance to bond.
“Renvy enables a lot of students to have what they need
over and above scholarships,” said Program Director Gray
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An afternoon visiting schools
in the Mississippi Delta inspired
this alumna’s gifts totaling
nearly $1 million to build a
program that improves students’
chances of graduating.

Renvy Pittman (right) chats with Grove Scholars Jontae Warren (left), a May graduate, and Devante Yates, a senior.

Flora. “It’s one thing to say, ‘Yes, you can come to the
University,’ but it’s another thing to provide the tools to
thrive. You have to know how to navigate this place.
That’s the difference between access and true equity.”
Jontae Warren, who graduated in May with a bachelor’s
degree in pharmaceutical sciences, is enrolled in the
doctoral program in pharmacy with plans to specialize
in pediatric pharmacy related to oncology.
“Grove Scholars allowed me to meet other students
with the same aspirations, and we supported each
other,” Warren said. “And, the program’s great mentors
were available any time I needed advice.”
Additionally, Grove Scholars participate in UM’s larger
FASTrack learning community during their first year.
FASTrack Director Maura Scully Murry notes that
“Grove Scholars offers a shared STEM learning
experience for students who have been historically
underserved. Grove Scholars are incorporated within
FASTrack’s broader network of connections to peer
mentors, faculty, and a team of professional educators
focused on helping students.” V
MAKE A GIFT: Denson Hollis, dhollis@olemiss.edu,
662.915.5092

Tip Top

A

Mississippi
Top 50 most
influential leader
this year, Robyn
Tannehill hardly
imagined when she
arrived in Oxford as a
freshman that 30 years
later she’d be the city’s 36th mayor.
After graduation Robyn (BA art with an emphasis
in design ’92) worked for UM public relations
before becoming assistant director of the OxfordLafayette Chamber of Commerce and Economic
Development Foundation, executive director of the
Oxford Tourism Council, and founder of The
Tannehill Agency public relations firm, which she
sold to The Godwin Group, where she served as a
senior vice president. In 2002, Robyn became a
full-time mother and community volunteer. She
cochaired a $30 million bond referendum
campaign for the public school and was recognized
as the district’s Citizen of the Year. V

National Recognition

In the Tropics

Army ROTC Cadet Donald Lorbecke (BSME
mechanical engineering ’18) received the Society
of American Military Engineers ROTC Award of
Merit. Selected through a central
military service board for the Army,
Navy, and Air Force ROTC
programs, it is a competitive award
among all service branches
commissioning programs.

Biology students ventured to
the Caribbean to learn tropical
conservation biology with
Dr. Brice Noonan. During the
trip to Roatán Island off the
coast of Honduras they
investigated the impacts of
urbanization, agriculture,
logging, fire, and other
disturbances on the tropical
ecosystems.

A FASTrack to Success

The legacy of the late alumnus James McMullan expands
at UM as his family foundation commits $300,000 to support
the FASTrack (Foundations for Academic Success Track)
program helping freshmen transition to college.

M

cMullan, a 1956 finance graduate, became a
successful partner and executive committee
member of the securities firm William Blair
& Co. in Chicago. For many students, his most
important role may be as an education champion.
Daughter Margaret McMullan of Pass Christian said
investing in the program is natural for the McMullan
Family Foundation, which also provides 10 scholarships
each year to students from Pass Christian and Newton,
where her father grew up.

“FASTrack connects his native state with his goal to
help individuals attend and succeed in college.”
This year 406 scholars—grouped in cohorts of 20 who
take three classes together with selected professors—
benefited from close connection with full-time academic
counselors and peer mentors.
Paris Payne of Newton, a journalism major, was
headed to another university after high school

when UM alumnus Bruce Ware steered
her to the McMullan scholarship and
FASTrack program.
“I met great people right away and fell in
love with Ole Miss. FASTrack is
tremendous; the small classes are a great
way to transition from a small high school.”
Maura Scully Murry, the new FASTrack
director, has walked a similar path.
“Life is not always easy—I’ve been there. My
passion is helping these students because I was
a first-generation college student. Students come
to a major university—an uncertain world;
FASTrack helps them build a strong foundation
and gain the confidence, motivation, and
problem-solving skills to thrive.” V
MAKE A GIFT: Nikki Neely Davis,
nlneely@olemiss.edu, 662.915.6678
Maura Scully Murry, FASTrack director (left), with peer leader
and sophomore Mister Clemons

The Shelly and Kirk Morgan Fund
for Faculty Excellence
PHOTO BY BILL DABNEY

I

nspired to give because of the relationships forged
in the College, Kirk and Shelly Morgan of
Lexington, South Carolina, recognize outstanding
teaching, scholarship, and service by faculty.

“Ole Miss is an important factor in our family’s lives
and deserves our support,” said Kirk, a 1980 graduate

with a bachelor’s degree in political science, and Shelly,
a 1981 graduate with a bachelor’s degree in education
The Morgans hope that the College of Liberal Arts can
use the financial support to improve the faculty and
facilities in order to attract students. V

Shelly and Kirk Morgan

Economics Alumnus

Thanks to a 2018 Fulbright,
history doctoral student
Eric Rexroat (left) is
conducting research at the
Royal Library of Belgium
and National Archives of
Belgium. Andrew Hayes
(BA international studies ’18)
is teaching English at a
public high school in
Madrid, Spain.

Shadrack White was appointed Mississippi state auditor by
Governor Phil Bryant. A Rhodes and Truman scholar, White
(BA economics and political science ’08) holds degrees
from the University of Oxford and Harvard Law School.
A former analyst with the US Department of
Education, he has practiced law, served as
a special prosecutor in Rankin County, and
directed the Mississippi Justice Institute.

PHOTO COURTESY MISSISSIPPI CENTER FOR PUBLIC POLICY

Two Fulbrights
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F A C U LT Y B O O K S

The Lonely Witness:
A Novel

PEGASUS BOOKS, 2018

By William Boyle, adjunct instructor of writing
and rhetoric
“Powered by brilliantly realized characters, a richly
described and grittily realistic backdrop, and subtle
yet powerful imagery, this is crime fiction at its best:
immersive, intense, and darkly illuminating.”
—Publishers Weekly

Language and Classification:

Southern Religion,
Southern Culture:

Meaning-Making in the Classification
and Categorization of Ceramics

Essays Honoring Charles Reagan Wilson

ROUTLEDGE, 2018

UNIVERSITY PRESS OF MISSISSIPPI, 2018

By Allison Burkette, associate professor
of linguistics

Coedited by Darren E. Grem, associate
professor of history; Ted Ownby, William F.
Winter professor of history and director of the
Center for the Study of Southern Culture; and
James G. Thomas Jr., associate director of
publications for the Center

A valuable contribution to literature on language and
material culture and a key resource for students and
scholars in sociolinguistics, anthropological linguistics,
archaeology, discourse analysis, and anthropology.

Over more than three decades of teaching at UM,
historian Charles Reagan Wilson’s research and
writing transformed Southern Studies in key ways.
This volume pays
tribute to
and extends
Wilson’s seminal work.

Writing the Welsh Borderlands
in Anglo-Saxon England
MANCHESTER UNIVERSITY PRESS, 2017

By Lindy Brady, assistant professor
and assistant chair of English
“An elegant and timely study of English-Welsh
relations in the early Middle Ages. Effortlessly
ranging across genres and time periods, Professor
Brady clearly demonstrates the centrality of the
region later known as the ‘Welsh Marches’ to the
Anglo-Saxon literary imagination. This is a splendid
volume that will appeal to Anglo-Saxonists and
Celticists alike.”
—Andrew Rabin, University of Louisville

Exploring Linguistic Science:
Language Use, Complexity,
and Interaction

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS, 2018

By Allison Burkette, associate professor
of linguistics
Designed for undergraduate language and linguistics
courses, this essential textbook brings cutting-edge
concepts to bear on the traditional components of
general introductions to the study of language.

Beyond the
Crossroads:

The Devil and
the Blues Tradition
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH
CAROLINA PRESS, 2017

The Smugglers’
World: Illicit Trade
and Atlantic
Communities
in EighteenthCentury Venezuela

By Adam Gussow, professor
of English and Southern Studies
Living Blues Magazine
2017 Best Blues Book Award
Popular Culture Association
John G. Cawelti Award

OMOHUNDRO INSTITUTE
AND UNIVERSITY OF NORTH
CAROLINA PRESS, 2018

“By looking at over 125 blues
songs, Gussow illustrates that the
devil stands at the center of the
black Southern blues tradition as a figure that sows
trouble, wrecks love, but also gives power.”

By Jesse Cromwell, associate
professor of history
Examining a critical part of Atlantic trade for a
neglected corner of the Spanish Empire, testimonies
of smugglers, buyers, and royal officials found in
Venezuelan prize court records reveal a colony
enmeshed in covert commerce.

Italiano, siciliano e arabo
in contatto.

Profilo sociolinguistico della comunità
tunisina di Mazara del Vallo
CENTRO STUDI FILOLOGICI, 2017

By Luca D’Anna, assistant professor of Arabic
This study investigates the oldest Arabic-speaking
community in Italy, tucked away in the medieval old
town of Mazara del Vallo, which allowed them to
preserve their Tunisian dialect for over three generations.

Unhealthy Politics:

The Battle Over Evidence-Based Medicine
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY PRESS, 2017

Cowritten by Conor M. Dowling, associate
professor of political science
“Why is American health care so wasteful? In a
masterstroke of political economy, [the authors]
show that it is not just that every treatment has its
own constituency, but also that the political coalition
for evidence-based treatment is weak, publicly
doubted, corroded by partisanship, and includes few
doctors. Following their advice might save us
hundreds of billions.”
—Daniel Carpenter, Harvard University

The View from Ventress

—No Depression: The Journal of Roots Music

Antebellum Posthuman:
Race and Materiality in the
Mid-Nineteenth Century

Bound for Work:

FORDHAM UNIVERSITY PRESS, 2018

Labor, Mobility, and Colonial Rule in
Central Mozambique, 1940-1965

By Cristin Ellis, associate professor of English

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA PRESS, 2018

“A thought-provoking and timely contribution … on
the desirability of moving beyond the ‘human’ as
analytic framework or political horizon. Ellis’s
consideration of Douglass, Thoreau, and Whitman
uncovers posthumanism’s Romantic unconscious,
challenging the contemporary faith in political
progressiveness of the posthuman turn.”
—Dana Luciano, Georgetown University

Mississippi
WINGSPRESS, 2018

By Ann Fisher-Wirth, professor of English and
director of the environmental studies minor, and
Maude Schuyler Clay, art alumna
A gorgeous large-format hardback featuring 47
poems by Ann Fisher-Wirth and 47 color
photographs By Maude Schuyler Clay exploring the
history, culture, and ecology of the state of Mississippi.
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By Zachary Kagan Guthrie, assistant
professor of history
“An engaging book that makes an important
contribution to the history of Mozambique, southern
Africa, and labor in Africa…. Kagan Guthrie tells a
story that traverses social, economic, political, and
emotional terrain, offering readers a marvelous, threedimensional view of workers’ lives.”
—Eric Allina, University of Ottawa

The Lesbian South:

Southern Feminists, the Women in Print
Movement, and the Queer Literary Canon
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA PRESS, 2018

By Jaime Harker, professor of English and
director of the Sarah Isom Center for Women
and Gender Studies
Harker reconfigures the Southern literary canon
and the feminist canon, challenging histories of
feminism and queer studies to include the South in
a formative role.

F A C U LT Y B O O K S

A Kingdom Divided:

Hurtin’ Words:

Evangelicals, Loyalty, and Sectionalism
in the Civil War Era

Debating Family Problems in the
Twentieth-Century South

LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY PRESS, 2017

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA PRESS, 2018

By April E. Holm, associate professor of history

By Ted Ownby, William F. Winter professor
of history and director of the Center for the
Study of Southern Culture

Holm uncovers how evangelical Christians in the
border states influenced debates about slavery,
morality, and politics from the 1830s to the 1890s.

Heavy:

An American Memoir
SCRIBNER, 2018

By Kiese Laymon, Otillie Schillig Chair
of English and Writing
Laymon sets out to lose 150 pounds in a year, talks
with his mother and grandmother about their
relationships to “weight” in America—and chronicles
what a lifetime of secrets, lies, and deception do to a
black body, a black family, and a nation teetering on
the brink of moral collapse.

Reading Reconstruction:

Sherwood Bonner and the Literature
of the Post-Civil War South
LSU PRESS, 2019

By Kathryn B. McKee, McMullan Associate
Professor of Southern Studies and associate
professor of English
By challenging traditional readings of postbellum
southern literature, McKee offers a long-overdue
reassessment of Sherwood Bonner’s place in American
literary history.

The Southern Foodways Alliance
Guide to Cocktails
UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA PRESS, 2017

Cowritten by Sara Camp Milam, Southern
Foodways Alliance managing editor
“Though … filled with tempting recipes, it is the
history of the South, and the stories about how
various cocktails came to be, that make this book so
fascinating and a pleasure to read. Information on
prohibition dance caves, the association between the
mint julep and the Antebellum South, or why New
Orleans can be considered the center of Southern
cocktail making fill the pages of this luscious book.”
—ForeWord Reviews

The Laban Workbook for Actors:
A Practical Training Guide with Video
BLOOMSBURY, 2017

Cowritten by Jennifer Mizenko, professor
of movement and dance
A compendium of unique exercises inspired by the
concepts and principles of movement theorist and
artist, Rudolf Laban.

Oceanic
COPPER CANYON PRESS, 2018

By Aimee Nezhukumatathil, professor
of English and environmental studies
“Nezhukumatathil’s poems contain elegant twists of a
very sharp knife. She writes about the natural world
and how we live in it, filling each poem, each page
with a true sense of wonder.”
—Roxane Gay

Country Dark
GROVE ATLANTIC, 2018

By Chris Offutt, associate professor of English
and screenwriting
“Like the late, great Larry Brown and the late, great
William Gay, Chris Offutt delivers a hardscrabble,
mythic South with a laconic voice that turns sly to
describe the follies of Man…Country Dark is a smart,
rich country noir.”
—Stewart O’Nan, City of Secrets

Rather than attempting to define the experience of an
archetypal “southern family,” Ownby looks broadly
at contexts such as political and religious debates
about divorce and family values, southern rock music,
autobiographies, and more to reveal how people in
the South used the concept of the family as a proxy
for imagining a better future or happier past.

Exploded View:

Essays on Fatherhood, with Diagrams
UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA PRESS, 2018

By Dustin Parsons, senior lecturer in English
“Part memoir, part map of home, part schematic
exploration of work and family, this book is as
innovative in form as it is heartfelt and smart.”
—Steven Church

Performing Animals:
History, Agency, Theater

Corporate Romanticism:

Liberalism, Justice, and the Novel (Lit Z)
FORDHAM UNIVERSITY PRESS, 2016

By Daniel M. Stout, associate professor
of English
“Corporate Romanticism might well come to be seen as
one of the most important books we have on
19th-century fiction and liberal modernity.”
—Deidre Lynch, Harvard University

Faulkner and Print Culture
UNIVERSITY PRESS OF MISSISSIPPI, 2017

Coedited by Jay Watson, Howry Professor
of Faulkner Studies and professor of English;
Jaime Harker, professor of English and
director of the Sarah Isom Center for Women
and Gender Studies; and James G. Thomas,
associate director of publications for the Center
for the Study of Southern Culture
Essays addressing the place of Faulkner and his
writings in the creation, design, publishing,
marketing, reception, and collecting of books, in the
culture of 20th-century magazines, journals,
newspapers, and other periodicals (from pulp to
avant-garde), in the history of modern readers and
readerships, and in the construction and cultural
politics of literary authorship.

PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY PRESS, 2017

Coedited by Karen Raber, professor of English
“This superb collection brings together leading scholars
and historians to explore cutting-edge questions
surrounding animal agency and performativity.”
—Matthew Calarco, author of Thinking Through Animals

Writing the Radio War:

Literature, Politics and the BBC,
1939–1945
EDINBURGH UNIVERSITY PRESS, 2018

By Ian Whittington, assistant professor of English

Shakespeare and
Posthumanist Theory

“Illuminates the complexly mediated construction of
British nationhood during wartime, and in the
process makes a compelling case for the vitality and
durability of literary radio studies.”
—Debra Rae Cohen, University of South Carolina

Thibaut de Champagne. Les
Chansons. Textes et melodies.

THE ARDEN SHAKESPEARE, 2018

HONORE CHAMPION, 2018

The volume investigates the world of Shakespeare’s
plays and poems in order to represent more
thoroughly its variety, its ethics of inclusion, and its
resistance to human triumphalism and exceptionalism.

To Live Here, You Have to Fight:

Navigating Souths:

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS PRESS, 2019

Cowritten by Daniel E. O’Sullivan, professor
of French and chair of modern languages
In this new edition, the first in almost a century, the
songs of Thibaut IV are presented in newly edited
and translated texts along with accompanying
melodies and extensive commentary, reflecting
decades of philological and musicological research.

By Karen Raber, professor of English

Transdisciplinary Explorations of a U.S. Region
UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA PRESS, 2017

Coedited by Jodi Skipper, associate professor
of anthropology and Southern Studies
Fourteen original essays articulate questions about the
significances of the South as a theoretical and literal
“home” base for social science and humanities researchers.

How Women Led Appalachian
Movements for Social Justice

By Jessica Wilkerson, assistant professor
of history and Southern Studies
“Essential reading for anyone seeking to understand
the War on Poverty in Appalachia, this book
documents the central role of working class women
in Appalachian resistance movements in the 1960s
and 1970s.”
—Ronald D. Eller, author of
Uneven Ground: Appalachia Since 1945

F A C U LT Y A L B U M
François Rossé—Métissage:
Music for Saxophone and Piano
MSR CLASSICS, 2017

By Adam Estes, assistant professor of music; Amanda Johnston,
associate professor of music; Stacy Rodgers, professor of music
French composer François “Rossé wants to open listeners’ ears to new sounds, as
do many contemporary composers... the pieces are performed [with] commitment
by saxophonist Adam Estes and pianists Stacy Rodgers and Amanda Johnson.”
—Mark J. Estren, InfoDad
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Challenge Accepted

U
SOUTHERN LIVING MAGAZINE
RECOGNIZES SFA DIRECTOR AS
A SOUTHERNER OF THE YEAR:
“The more important Southern food has become to the
national food conversation, the more important it has
become to have someone like John T. Edge as a
spokesperson. Since cofounding the Southern Foodways
Alliance at the University of Mississippi in 1999 ...
Edge has been one of the region’s most conscientious
cheerleaders, quick to celebrate Southern food’s
now-mainstream popularity but even quicker to share the
stories behind it, oftentimes dismantling stereotypes in the
process. His new book, The Potlikker Papers, offers the most
honest, brutal, beautiful, and insightful discussion to date
on the country’s most complicated cuisine—from the food
that fueled the Montgomery Bus Boycott to the Mexican,
Vietnamese, and other international dishes that feed the
New South.”
—Southern Living

M has matched a $1 million pledge from restaurateur Nick Pihakis
to create the John T. Edge Director of the Southern Foodways Alliance
Endowment.

Pihakis, cofounder of Jim ‘N Nick’s Bar-B-Q and principal in the Pihakis
Investment Group, has been a generous supporter of the SFA for 13 years,
believing—like the SFA—that community is built as people cook and share
meals together. The SFA has educated students, staged dozens of symposia,
published award-winning podcasts and journal issues, collected 900+ oral
histories, and produced 100+ documentaries.

John T. Edge (center) with (from
left) development director Nikki
Neely Davis, Sharon Vitter, Nick
“I want to recognize John T.’s significant work and provide income for the
Pihakis, and Chancellor Jeff Vitter. recruitment and retention of outstanding leadership and ensure quality teaching,

research, and service for the future,” Pihakis said.
The endowment, when vested, will stand at $2.5 million. The equivalent of $2.1 million is already in hand.
Edge earned BA and MA degrees in Southern Studies from UM. During his 20 year tenure as SFA director, he
has served as a contributing editor at Garden & Gun and a columnist for the Oxford American. For three years
he wrote a monthly column for the New York Times. In 2017, Penguin published The Potlikker Papers: A Food
History of the Modern South, named a best book of 2017 by NPR, Publisher’s Weekly, and a host of others.
Nashville selected Edge’s book as a citywide read for 2018.
Edge is deeply honored by his friend’s gift. “Until now, the SFA has not raised money to endow the position
because we believed it was important that we contribute, first, to the study of food culture on campus. Now
that the SFA has made those investments in the academic community, and in UM students, we turn our
attention to leadership.” V
MAKE A GIFT: Nikki Neely Davis, nlneely@olemiss.edu, 662.915.6678

“Mine were raised on cotton farms in Arkansas,”
Strickland said, adding that his mother graduated
from high school while his father completed sixth
grade. “Even so, he taught himself music and
became a full-time music instructor.”

Lynne Ann DeSpelder and Albert Lee Strickland

Giving in Perpetuity

L

ynne Ann DeSpelder and Albert Lee Strickland
of Capitola, California, have given an
estimated $1 million planned estate gift to
support two Center for the Study of Southern
Culture programs: the John T. Edge Director of the
Southern Foodways Alliance Endowment and the
Music of the South Endowment.

The gift will honor their parents—Luther and Bertha
E. Strickland and Bruce Erwin DeSpelder Sr. and
Dorothy Jane Roediger DeSpelder—all of whom
valued education. DeSpelder’s parents were college
graduates; her mother taught first grade, and her
father was a professor of business at Wayne
University in Michigan.

The appreciation for music that Strickland
inherited from his father and the Center
publications Rejoice! and Living Blues
contributed to his desire to support the music
endowment for teaching the influence of music
on Southern culture. “I was raised with
Southern gospel music and Southern foods,
despite being a native Californian,” said
Strickland, a writer.
A shared interest in Southern culture led the
couple to the Center.
“Albert Lee and I have long been interested in the
intersection of food and culture,” said DeSpelder,
an author, grief counselor, and Cabrillo College
faculty member, who once spent a year traveling
the world, exploring foods, and writing a weekly
column for the Detroit News.
Strickland added, “Most, if not all, of John T.’s
books and articles reside in our library and are
a testament to the kind of scholarship we want
to promote by contributing to the Edge
Director Endowment.” V
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Jamie and Ernie Joyner

Jamie Joyner
Endowment in
Southern Studies

“A

s a birthday surprise I decided to create
the endowment because of Jamie’s
dedication to the Southern Studies
program,” said Ernie Joyner, the husband of Jamie
Joyner, a member of the Center for the Study of
Southern Culture advisory committee. “I think it is
worth support, and her enthusiasm for the program
led me to believe it would be a good cause.”
Center Director Ted Ownby said the gift will help
recruit top graduate students and he appreciates the
chance to honor Joyner’s enthusiastic, thoughtful work
on the board by annually naming a new Joyner Fellow.
“This terrific gift allows us to increase what we can
offer an incoming graduate student every year.” V
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PAT R O N
21c Museum Hotels
AT&T Mississippi
Anson Mills
Marsha D. and Haley R. Barbour
Blue Cross Blue Shield of MS
Charles A. Brown
Cathead Distillery
Chevron
Chisholm Foundation
Mary L. and Steve Cockerham
Carol Cook
Martha D. Dalrymple and
James L. Cummins
Dorothy Pihakis Charitable Foundation
Cathead Distillery
Susan and Lester G. Fant III
Gertrude C. Ford Foundation
General Atomics
Susan H. and G. O. Griffith, Jr.
Cecile B. and Robert H. Harper
Lucile P. and William S. Hicks
Huntington Ingalls Industries
Intermark Group Inc.
Jim ‘N Nick’s Community Bar-B-Q
Meredith and Scott Keating
Cheryl and Bob Kellermann
Lester G. Fant, III Charitable Trust
Lodge Cast Iron
Lott Leadership, LLC
Maker’s Mark
Mary Ann Mobley Collins and Gary E.
Collins Charitable Trust
McDonnell Family Foundation
Mary and Mike McDonnell
McIlhenny Company, maker of
Tabasco© Brand Products
Nissan North America Inc.
John J. O’Flaherty
Tami J. Paumier and
Glen C. Warren, Jr.
Renvy G. Pittman
Scarlotte M. and Crymes G. Pittman
Simmons Farm Raised Catfish
Royal Cup Coffee
Ruth U. Fertel Foundation
Sanderson Farms Inc
Kathy and Joe F. Sanderson, Jr.
Simmons Farm Raised Catfish, Inc.
Shirley and Harry D. Simmons, Jr.
Pam and Brook Smith
Southern Company Charitable Fdtn.
The BGR Foundation, Inc.
Toyota Motor North America, Inc.
B E N E FA C T O R
Freddie J. Bagley
Brenda K. and Lee Baumann
Michael Benedict
Billy Reid
Hannah and Tommy Bishop
Kathryn B. Black
Blackberry Farm Taste of the South
Graham G. Boyd
Minter Byrd
Jenny Cockburn-Becherer and
Thomas L. Becherer
Create160, LLC
Lucille W. and James H. Creekmore
Crescent Communities
Misty Shaw-Feder and
Ronald M. Feder
The Fertel Family Foundation
Springer Mountain Farms
Diane and Alan Franco
Caren L. and Tom T. Gallaher
Greater Birmingham Convention &
Visitors Bureau
Reba M. and Lance Greer
Alicia and Jeff Heller
Jay Howington
Ann W. and Jimmy Hunt
Cheryl Kimerling and John Kimerling
Carol and P. Ken Lackey, Jr.
William Logan

Robert C. Long
Martin’s Bar-B-Que Joint
Charlynn Massey
Deborah F. McAbee and
J. Byron Morris
Michelle S. and S. K. Morgan, Jr.
Oxford Tourism Council
Arnita and Tim Ozgener
Dabney J. and James R. Pierce, Jr.
Noel Pittman
R&B Feder Foundation
Virginia Wine Board
Suzanne and Gregory Rusovich
Taqueria del Sol
TDS Management, Inc.
Jane A. and Lee D. Thames, Sr.
VisitLEX
Dag and Leslie Zapatero
Zingerman’s Community of
Businesses
EXECUTIVE
417 Royal Restaurant
Kristie and Charles L. Abney
Helen B. and Wadie H. Abraham, Jr.
Adam H. and Lissa Lamkin Broome
Charitable Fund
Alabama Chanin, Inc.
Jane and R. Wayne Alexander
Rebecca P. and Carey W. Allen
Deborah D. and Steven D. Ammann
Beth P. Bartlett
Susan H. and Brett R. Bartlett
Virginia F. and James G. Brooks
Lissa L. and Adam H. Broome
Elizabeth M. and L. M. Brunt
Travis Burch
Amanda B. and James R. Carr
Jane C. and John W. Cromeans, Jr.
John Day
Michael J. Deauville
C. Martin Dunagin, Jr.
ExxonMobil Foundation
Bettina A. Gaycken
Carolyn B. and Daniel Gilchrist IV
Laura D. and Ricardo Gomez
Katherine H. and Jon E. Gothold
Bettie Y. and R. Newell Graham
Phil Hardin Foundation
Catherine C. and Guy B. Harrell
Richard V. Hayward
Barbara B. and D. Chan Henry
Mary H. and Russell J. Hensley
Lynne and G. Norris Howell, Jr.
D. M. Cockrell and Scott Jennings
Jennifer G. and Kennard A. McKay
Susan S. and Thomas C. Meredith
Alex H. North
Amy B. North
Amy and Thomas C. Norton
Jacqueline E. and Jay T. Oglesby
John N. Palmer
Steve Palmer
Christina C. and Richard R. Roberts
Craig Rogers
Peter T. Rogers
Edward L. Rowe
Peter Roy
Mary C. and Ridley M. Ruth, Sr.
Carol A. Sawdye and
John O. Morisano
Stephanie M. Self and
Kenneth J. Sufka
Sara M. and William M.
Shoemaker, Jr.
Scott Simpson
Tom Smithweck
Pardis Sooudi and Frank Stitt
Sumner S. Spradling
Diane J. and James D. Stark III
Jessica and Michael Sznapstajler
Virginia N. and J. Charles Taylor
Susan S. and Sanford C. Thomas
Lisa R. and John D. Tickle II
Jesse L. White, Jr.

Jennifer and Tom Williams
Noell and Gary M. Wilson
A D V O C AT E
Charlotte A. and James E. Baine
Beverly Bartow
Edward J. Upton and Joe T. Cantu
Chai Pani, LLC
Linda L. and Dean Copeland
Lara M. and Vance P. Derryberry
Meredith R. Devendorf
Barbara M. and John Z. Dollarhide
Ergon Inc.
Patricia and Richard Fairtile
G. Grace Goodrich
Heirloom Hospitality Group, LLC
Vivian B. Hobbs and John T. Edge, Jr.
Kathryn W. and Terence M. Hynes
IBM
Jianna, LLC
John C. Keith
Margaret J. Keith and
Clayton W. Bartel
Patricia E. Keith
Marla W. and Lowry M. Lomax
Celeste C. and Ben Luke, Sr.
Steven Marcet
David Martinez
Charles R. McMurchy
Alan W. Partin
Leanne and Mike Powell
Restaurant Tyler, LLC
Linda F. and Michael E. Riley
Robin Robinson and Samuel F. Britton
Jewett and Alan F. Rothschild, Jr.
Diane T. and Richard F. Scruggs
Cindy and Jonathan D. Seigle
Catherine C. and Taylor M. Sledge, Jr.
Christin and Jason L. Smith
D. Shepard Smith
State Farm Companies Fndn
Swift Staffing -Tupelo
Lance Templeton
The Lyric Oxford, LLC
Adrianne and Todd Tillmanns
Patricia C. White
A S S O C I AT E
James M. Achord
C. Scott Adelman
ALBA Works It LLC
Ann and Lex Alexander
Alger Design Studio, PA
Eileen and Nicholas J. Angelozzi, Jr.
Marie L. Antoon and
Charles R. Wilson
Barbara D. and David W. Arnold
Joyce M. and Herbert Arnold III
Melissa H. and Grant H. Ashlin
Donna and James L. Barksdale
Mary J. and S. Kenn Beeman
Benevity Community Impact Fund
Marshall G. Bennett
John P. Besh
David Black
J. S. Blake
Leslie K. Schutz and David T. Bortel
Norma S. Bourdeaux
Chadwick Boyd
Ralph Brennan
BRG Catering LLC
Jim Koikos
Robin C. and Denny N. Buchannon
James C. Cantrell
Carolyn M. Carothers
Ann Cashion
Chris Cavanaugh
Cottrell Contracting Corporation
Dianne and Mark H. Craig
Gary Crunkleton
Bess and John M. Currence
Faison Cushman
Nancy Davis
Arnika and Stephen Dawkins
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Leah F. Dawson and
Ryan G. McMorries
Ashley Day
Charles L. Day
Frank R. Day
Mallory Degolian
Lynne A. DeSpelder and Albert L.
Strickland
Dodge Stores
Ouida C. and W. W. Drinkwater, Jr.
Gordon H. Dunkin, Jr.
Gregg Eure
Judith C. and Charles H. Ferguson, Jr.
Kathy Fork
Martha Ann W. and John J. Franco, Jr.
W. T. Franklin
George Freeman III
Susan and Larry L. Gooch
Steven D. Greene
Janice M. and Chellis O. Gregory
Hugh S. Harris, Jr.
Mary D. and Samuel B. Haskell III
Susan Sadler Hayman
Trish and George D. Hightower III
Kirsten E. and J. Ryan Hill
Timothy D. Hontzas
Patricia S. and W. Briggs Hopson, Jr.
Chern J. and John C. Hsu
John W. Huey, Jr.
Dee D. and John R. Jacobson
Burt B. Jamison
Bert R. Jennings III
David Jester
Deborah D. and Randall R. Jones
Shawnna G. Jones
Sherri Kurz
Eugenia Lamar
Amanda B. Landry
Kelly Law
Lynn and George H. Leggett III
Cynthia P. and Ronald M. Lewis, Jr.
Patricia P. and William Lewis, Jr.
Marley Lott
Lovely & Delicious Enterprises, INC
Luckyday Foundation
Ruth Malin
Susan Marquis
Melissa M. and Jason A. McAfee
Julie M. McCollum
Robert Mcelroy
Cindy and Sam McGann
Diane W. and Steven G. McKinney
Jeffrey McWaters
Ellen B. Meacham and John W. Winkle
Christie and L. Madison Michael, II
Ann R. and David L. Molpus
Richard Molpus, Jr.
Karen C. and Robert S. Montjoy
C. Sue Moore
Shirley A. and William T. Moroney
Angela D. and Johnny B. Mosier
Murphy Oil Usa Inc.
Paula Murphy
Mollie and Tyler Niess
Christopher A. Noone
Katie Oates and Dan Murrey
Douglas A. Odom
Ronald D. Nurnberg and Joe Osgoode
Michael O. Palmer
Rose L. and Henry Paris
William E. Pegues III
John M. Pope
Angel P. Postell
K. Gail Russell and Ken Potish
Hilda C. and John K. Povall
Regina Purnell-Adams
Linda Quick
Melissa A. and Curt L. Ray
River Willow Company LLC
Donna R. Roberts
Kate and John M. Rogers
Harry Root
Rebecca Satterfield
Joann S. and R. P. Scruggs III
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Mabelle G. and James L.
Seawright, Jr.
Ed Seiber
Kim and Scott D. Sewell
Lucinda E. and David Shields
E. Lee Simmons
Charles E. Smith
Debra L. and Alan L. Spurgeon
Margaret E. Starks
State of MS Dept of
Finance & Admin.
The Freerange Group, Inc.
The Pinckelope Foundation
The Rogosin Institute Dreyfus Health Foundation
Gibson Thomas
Laura H. and Samuel R. Thomas
Helen T. and Cooper C. Thurber
Williams R. Thurmond
Carol and James Titley
Laurie and C. J. Triplette
Sissy and Julian Van Winkle
Anne Cassell A. and
Thaddeus W. Watkins
Jenny L. and Dennis E. Watts
Elise V. and William F. Winter
Yazoo Valley Electric Power
Sharon M. and Charles F. Young, Jr.
STEWARD
William R. Allen, Jr.
American Electric Power
Lisa M. and William H. Andrews, Jr.
Ashbourne Farms
Antrece L. Baggett
Nancy F. and John W. Barrett
Monica T. and Raymond L. Bergin, Jr.
David C. Berry
Gregory L. Best
Sonya and Ross Bjork
H. Diann Blakely
Shawn S. and David E. Brevard
Linda H. and Andy Broadus
Elizabeth A. Brock
Tyler Brown
S. Kendall Dunn and John A. Buettner
Ronald E. Cardwell
Clarence W. Chapman
Chipotle Mexican Grill
Ashley Christensen
Mike Clayborne
Beverly J. and Kevin N. Cole
Ryan Cole
Casi Cottnell and Jimmy Cottrell
J. Richard Cox, Jr.
Arthur L. Criscillis
Margaret K. Davenport
and Blane E. Bateman
Justin R. Dinerman
Doniphan Dance Project
Judy and David I. Doorenbos
Margaret E. and William G. Eckhardt
R. Byron Ellis, Jr.
Pamela and Walter H. Eversmeyer III
Janet G. and S. Lawrence Farrington
Paul Fehribach
Marcie C. and William R. Ferris, Jr.
Jane and Jack Fiorella
Robert T. Fleming, Jr.
Martha and Paul Fogleman
Anne S. and Terry G. Freeze
Carol H. and William T. Gafford
Craig Goldwyn
Patricia A. and Charles H. Goodman
Denise D. and William M. Graeber
Ronald A. Haley
Sandra and Troy E. Hardin
Dorothy S. and Charles B. Hargrove
Raymond L. Harshman
Vicki A. and David T. Hewett
T. Gerald Hickman
Sarah and Tim Hicks
Gina and Linton Hopkins, Jr.
Human Rights Campaign
Brandy M. and Eric L. Hyde

Jay A. Johnson
Sara and B. Bryan Jones III
Joyce E. and David A. King
Roma L. King
Kat Kinsman
KPMG Foundation
Philip Krajeck
Francis Lam
Pamela B. and William F. Lawhead
Dianne S. and Edward K. Lee
Jiwon M. Lee
Carroll Leggett
Sophie and Samuel Levine
Subo Liao
Marcy Loomis
Deanna and Christopher T. Losson
Luckey & Mullins PLLC
Linda D. and Alexander MacCormack
Kate M. Hooper and Felipe E. Macias
Madison County Wines, LLC
Gigi and Charles Magill
Lauch M. Magruder, Jr.
Nancie S. McDermott
Leisa S. and David H. McElreath
James W. McFarland, Jr.
Sally K. and Michael L. McNitt
Alice W. McSwain
Mid-South Housing Foundation
Mississippi Manufacturers Association
Mary A. Mitchell
Nicole E. and Loren L. Monroe
Kristina and Tom Montague
Karen B. and A. Bruce Moore, Jr.
Martha R. Morgan
Michelle M. and Richard E. Olson
Shirley Olsson
Richard Orris
Sheri L. Phillabaum and Roy S. Ellzey
Leslie Pinsof
Anne S. Quatrano
Carol S. and Randy Rawlings
Reed Family Charitable Trust
Regions Bank
John H. Rice
Henry C. Ricks, Jr.
Susan S. and William H. Rigby, Jr.
Linda T. and James L. Robertson
Betty C. Rogers
Inga and William Rogers
Mandy Savage
Rene’ E. Pulliam and
Christopher J. Schager
Meghan A. Scott
Gavin S. Scruggs
Elizabeth Sherfy
Richard G. Sherman
Ida M. and Richard J. Shores
Margaret A. and John C. Sims
Penny R. and Edward B. Sisson
Gregory O. Spellman
Mary E. and Jefferson B. Stancill
Janelle S. Straszheim
Ward and James C. Sumner
M. Sue Tettleton
The Blake At Oxford, LLC
The Jefferson
The Venchuk Family
Sue Thiemann and
William O. Faustman
Fred D. Thompson
Trustmark National Bank
William D. Waff
Martha S. and Donald Q. Weaver
Kathryn L. Wiener
LeaAnne and Al L. Williams
Ellen P. and Charlie Williams
Philip C. Williams
Joan H. and David E. Willson
Virginia B. and Eddie S. Wilson
Gingia and W. Swan Yerger
Yoknapatawpha Arts Council
Miriam E. Abadie and
Anthony K. Yuen

Founded in 1848, the College of Liberal Arts is
the oldest and largest division of The University
of Mississippi. The College offers a broad and
comprehensive course of study, including most
areas of knowledge in the humanities, the
fine arts, natural sciences, and social sciences.
Lee M. Cohen, Dean
Kirsten Dellinger, Associate Dean
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Donald L. Dyer, Associate Dean
for Faculty and Academic Affairs
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Research and Graduate Education
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Denson Hollis, Executive Director of Development
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Beyond the Crossroads
Adam Gussow, professor
of English and Southern
Studies, discusses his new
book exploring The Devil
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Cuban Dance
Theatre Professor
Jennifer Mizenko gave
students the opportunity
of a lifetime to study
modern dance in Cuba.
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Physicist Likun Zhang
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detect undersea leaks in
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the Gulf of Mexico.
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graves in Columbus.
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At the University of Mississippi, we
recognize generous donors who
contribute $1,000 or more annually to
support academic scholarships and
programs, including gifts to the College
of Liberal Arts. These donors are now
members of our Flagship Society —
the university’s most exclusive annual
giving recognition group.

Make a gift today
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Flagship Society.
To learn more about the Flagship
Society or to make a gift online, visit
umfoundation.com/flagshipsociety.
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